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Holland City News.





rUBLISHED EVKRY SATURDAY AT
MCOT, • - MM,
OFFICE : VAN LANDEOEND’a BLOCK.
0. J. L0E3BURG, Editor and PttBMar.
TIMS OF OUB3CBIPTION 12.00 pirji«rli idwaei.
JO» PRINTINO PROMPTLY ASD HIATLY DONE.,
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One square of ton llnus, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for Ural insertlou, and 25 cents for each subse-
quent insertion for any period under three
months.
I 8 W. I « *. I 1 Y.
YAOESBURG J. 0., Dealer in Drutts und Mcdl-
1/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy-
sician’s prescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
\f ERNG8. D. R.. Drui; Store. Fine DniRS. Med-







8 50 5 00 8 00
5 O-i 8 00 10 00
8 00 10 00 17 "0
1 DO 17 00 25 00
17 00 25 00 40 00
25 00 40 00 05 00
Yearly adYertlsers have the privilege of three
ehanges.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over throe
tines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, sud Deaths pub-
lished withoit charge.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two ZZ sig-
aify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly
Rail Roads.
Chicago k Michigan Lake Shore B. R.














& Big Rapids. * 5.40 a. m.“ “ p. nt.«. 4.10“ "
New Bufl'alo &
Chicago. f 11.20 a. m.“ “ 12. 15 p. m.“ “ 0.45 “ “
9.30 p
3.10 p. in.
f 4.00 “ “
* Dally except Monday.
+ Mixed trains.
i Daily except Sunday and Monday.
X£T Leave ilolland for Gr. Rapids 1.15
ftnudays only.
All other trtins daily excopt Sundays.
lime.
a. m
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
FROM OR’ND RAPIDS TO QR’ND RAPIDS.
Express. Mail. STATIONS. Express. Mail.
P. M. A. M. A M. P. M.
4 15 7 30 Grand Rapids. 10 10 7 10
4 82 7 44 Grandville. 9 55 6 55
5 »5 1 8 28 Allegan. 8 45 5 15
6 1! 9 41 Otsego. [8 16 5 18
6 19 9 19 PlalmvelU 8 07 6 10
<5 .15 9 85 Cooper. 7 35 4 43
6 50 9 .50 Kalamazoo. 7 85 4 40
P.M. A. M. A.M. P.M.
8 30 11 30 White Pigeon. 5 50 8 05
A.M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
tt.00 6 80 Chicago. 10 40 6 50
A M. P.M. P.M. A.M
2 40 5 00 Toledo. 11 55 8 30
A. M. P. M. P.M. AM
7 05 9 30 Cleveland. 7 40 8 41
P. M A.M. P.M. P.M.
1 1A 4 05 Buffalo. 12 10 7 55
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.

















7 45 11 45 Ferrysburg 2 30 8 50
7 40 11 40 Grand Haven 2 40 9 00
8 50 11 11 Pigeon
Holland
3 13 9 50
5 45 10 85 3 55 11 15
5 17 10 15 Fillmore 4 12 11 45
4 (X) 9 25 Allegan 5 00 1 15
gusittcos Dirccton).
OCBOUTEN. It A. City Poysiclau. Office at D.
O It. Meengs’ Drug Store. 8ih Street.
Saldlin.
If AUPELL, II., Manufacturer of and dealer '.n
V Uaruess, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Attontyi.
TTOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
II Notary Public; River street
IfcBRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and 1
Ivl tor In Chancery; office with M. D. How-ry;
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
dllERBURNE, S. W , Blendon, Mich,






pESSINK.G. J. A. Proprleti
l Confectionary and cigars;















\/AN PUTTEN, W.N., Dealer In Drngs, Modi- * ctnes. Pilule, Otis, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Bkro’h Family Medicines; River Bt.
\I7ALSH IIKBER, Druggist A Pharmacist: afull '
v? stock of goods appertaining to thobasiuesa c
See advertisement.
Dry dood*.
IYKRTBOH, D. General dealer tn Dry _
|j Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River streets.
runltan.
%$ EVER It., A CO., Dealers In all klndsof Fur-M niture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
fl EIDHBMA J. M., A BON. General Dealers tn !
IV Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. Bee ad-
vcrtlaement.
droetriei.
IT'LIETBTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
r ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Elgnth and Market st.
rPE VAARWERK.G. J.. Family Supply Store:
1. a choice stock of groceries always on hand, i
Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
dintral Dealer*.
l\l)UKSKMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
IJ Groceries, Crockery. Glassware, Hals, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
nUR ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
X Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cur. 9th and Market street.
YTAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, In Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
FI oar, Provisions, etc.; River st.
117 ELTON A AKELY. General Dealers in Dry
vf Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flour and Feed,
Provisions, etc. River street.
flour aid Tied.
/'10LKMAN Wm. A CO., Dealer in Flour and
\J Groceries, in Blooter's Brick Building.— Boo
Advertisement.
Hard van.
\7AN DKK VEEN, K., Dealer in General Hard-
V ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
17AN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealeis in
V Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Botil*.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalbman, Proprietor
First-class accommodation. Free Buss to and
frtm the Trains. Eighth street.
piITY HOTEL. J. W. Minoeuhoitt, Proprietor.
\J Built In 1873; Furnished Inelegant style, and
a flrst-class hotel throughout.
PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVic»r Proprietor;
I opposite the C. A M . L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.
Livery and Gale Stable*.
lYOONK A ALBERTI. Livery and Rale Stable.
Office and barn on Market street. Everything
flrat-class.
VTIBBRLINK, J. R.. Livery and Bale Stable;
In Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Wagonmake i Blaekiaitb*.
rvIJKKMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
1 / Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. River Street.
PLIEMAN. J.. Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
P Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
Kirohant Tallon
IYORMAN. J. W.. Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
IV In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-
ing Goods.
Y70RST, W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehns-
V ed elsewhere, will be ciutoonlor. Repairing
promptly attended to. River street.
Meat Market*.
IbUTKAUW., New Meat Market, near corner
IV Kithth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand.
IT LEYS. P.. First Ward Meat Market; best of
I\ Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
TTUITK. J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and
l\ vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
\7AN DKR HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt.
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper
and twine; fith street.
Xa&afaetorioi, Mill*, Shop*, Ite.
TEEMING, W. H.. Manufacturer of Plows. Bv
1 / Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant thdm. at
lower prees than any surrounding town Plow
points ground to order. IWh street west of River st.
. riEALD, R. K.. Manufacturer of and Denier In
i 1 Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowinu Machines* cor. 10th A River street.
PAUEL8. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
1 of Ptut/ffer Mill*: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Y7ERBEEK, IT. W„ A (X)., Proprietors of the
; V Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of hnlld-
Ing materia) fnmished at Grand Rapids prices.
YI7IL1I8 P. H.. Manufacturer of Farm Pumps.
. » All kinds of wood turning and tawing on
hand and done to order. River street.J VoUrr Public*
p08T, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
- . . A*enl» Srtw’T Public and Conveyancer; Col-
. lections made lu Holland and vtetnitj.
\17AL8H. H., Notary Public. Conveyancer,
-f* and Inenranco Agent. Office, Ckfy Dn/p
Store, 8th street.D - PhyitcUBi.
BERT. R. B., Surgeon and Physician. Office at
- JlV hit residence. OvertJse), Mich. *
- A NNI8. T. E„ Physician; residence, oppoaltef- 8. W. cor. Public Square.
T EDEBOER. B. Physician and Bnrgeon: Office
- \j corner Eleventh and River atrect apposite
public sqaare.
r I f ORRIB, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
r* N\ over B. HuouPa Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth alreet.
Sewing Machine*.
Dealers in needles and altachmems.
Allc-
Ma-
Stavei, Weed, lark, Ito.
Bark ; office at his residence, Eighth street.
Tobacco aad Cigars.
Green Van Priniterer.
rpE ROLLER, O. J., General dealer in Tobai
I Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth alreet.
Watchu and Jewel7.
[OSLIN A BKEYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelern,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Kenyon's Block
(9ur Market*.
Produce, Etc-
iey. ̂  lb.




*• green ................... 2 73
beach, dry ................. 2 50
*• green ................ 2 25
ckBark .................... (a-r> 25
pork, white oak .............. ©10 00
, Tierce, “ .......... 12 00
ig bolts, soft wood ........... @ 8 50
Grain, Feed, Etc.






if, V n> ...................
Middling, V 100 lb .................
Flonr. ̂  ’00 lb .....................












Beef, dressed per lb ................. . GMX
Pork, “ “ ..................... 6 ((012
La d, ........................ *$12
Smoked Meat ............... .. . ....... 12 <({,13
*• Ham .......................... 10 <&12“ Shoulders .......... £ .. ....... 8 *510
Tallow, per lb .................. ..... 7 © 8
Turk-ys. “ .................. ....... 8 *oio
Chickens, dressed per lb ......... *0 8
^pcfiitl Roticcs.
I. 0- of 0- F-
IIoi.land City Lodge. No 192. Independent Order
Visiting brothers arecordlallv Invited.
J. Kramer, N. O.
N. W. Bacon, R. R.
F- & A. M.
A Rkoular Communication of Unity Lodok,
i. Mich., on Wednesday evening, Feb.
dock, sharp.
J. 8. Bums, W. M.
J. 0. Doksburo, Sec'y.
ChII at L. T. Kunlerst for hnlday goods,
nentlon. Prices from 1 cent to
Be suro and come this week, be-
best is picked out.
L. T RANTERS.
Just received Mood) and Sankey Hymn
<joks, or Sacred Songs at
L. T. RANTERS.
Good News.
The finest Coffins and Caskets ever ex-
46-4 w H. MEYER & CO.
This distinguished statesman and his-
torian of Holland, who died In May last,
is thus commemorated by the Chrittian
World:
“Groen van Prinstcror is even more
deserving of immortality as a sincere, de-
voted and consistent Christian, than be-
cause of his eminent services as au able
and patriotic statesman, and a historian
of singular grasp and accuracy. The at-
tentive readerof Motley’s ‘Dutch Repub-
lic’ and ‘United Netherlands,* and of
Prescott’s ‘Philip the Second,’ cannot but
have become familiar with Groen van
Prinsterer’s name; for his magnificent
‘Archives de la nmUon d’Orange-Nassau,’
of which thirteen volumes have appeared,
is the great treasury of the early history of
Holland. But it was not ae well known,
in this country at least, that the great
Dutch historiuo’s heart was even more
deeply enlisted in the advancement of
religion than In the pursuit of knowledge.
Possessed of an ample fortune, Groen van
Prinsierer lived in a manner becoming
his station: but the mansion In which he
and his wife, who sympathized in all his
pursuits, lived almost as scholarly recluses,
was a centre of strong and healthy Evan-
gelical influence throughout the communi-
ty, and the source of a constant stream of
benevolence. As a statesman, his course
was in some respects unique. At the early
ago of twenty-six. and but four years after
the completion of his legal studies, he be-
came private Secretary of Ring William
I. His position was a delicate one for
his convictions were opposed to those of
the monarch, and he did not hesilate to
make them known. *A curious and inter-
esting spectacle !’ writes Rev. Cohen
Stuart in a recently published biographi-
cal sketch. ‘A young man distinguished
by the royal favor, private secretary of an
almost absolute monarch, employing his
leisure hours, in the very palace of his
sovereign, in editing an opposition sheet
—to Idee* Neerlandai9C8—\n owise hiding
his convictions from his master, who, on
his side, whilst retaining his own ideas,
knew how to esteem his servant so much
the more for his uprightuess, us he felt
that one can lean only on what presents
resistance— all this forms a scene rarely
met with in court life.’
“After' the revolution of 1830, Groen
van Prinsterer, on his return from his
travels, was appointed by the Ring ‘Coun-
cilor Extraordinary of State’ and ‘Archi-
vist of the Royal House;’ in which capacity
he executed his great historical works,
lie was also frequently a member of Ihe
Slates General, where he distinguished
himself as an orator, and was the leader of
a party known by the name of ‘Christian
and Historical,’ or ‘Anti-revolutionary.’
‘His political course,’ wrlics the Chretien
Beige, ‘is a ford hie assertion of the inviol-
able rights of God and His soverelghty
overman.*** Not etateemen, but Chris-
tian, was hL motto. He never sought to
obtain success by intrigue. Few men
have realized in their life, and especially
in their political life, as he did, that
beautiful and noble maxim: KFai* ce que
dois, advienne quo pourra (Do what thou
oughtest, let what will happen) " His
wise councils and pious liberality will be
much missed by our Dutcli brethren.”
Cheap! Cheap!
A fine amortinent of all kinds of furni-
46-4w H. MEYER & CO.
Wf. have a lot of Winter Goods left,
. For a baruain call at
P. & A. 8TERETEE.
— -
A Full line of Winter Dress Goods,
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
Just as good cheese as ever was made,
heap at
P. A A. 8TEKETEE.
Dead Animals.
The question has been for a long time
Brnbard Wick.
Holland, Ant. 28, 1876. 29-ly
Holloway*b Pills— The most power-
No family should be without them,
may betaken by young and old, as
arill restore health when every other
the sides. Next on one of the remaining
sides of the figure, wo generally find the
quarters tor the commissioned officers.
For a six-company post, there would be a
set for the commanding officer, one for the
post surgeon, one for the quartermaster,
and one for each of the company officers;
making twenty-one sets of quarters, so
called; not necessarily all separate build-
ings. The one remaining side of lire rec-
tangle is occupied by the adjutant's office,
guard house and library; tbe post hospital,
generally the licit building at a post, is by
itself and a little outside of the rectangle.
The space enclosed Is called the parade
and on this all military exercises take
place. Then we have the quartermaster's
corral for public animals, the quartermas-
ter and commissary storehouse for grain
and suhsistnnee shires, and the cavalry
stables, outside of the rectangle. Let us
not forget that indispensable building, the
trader’s store, sutler as be used to be called,
trader sounds better since the war. Here
you can generally find everything you ask
for or something like it, from a mowing
machine t3 a fishhook, and in the attached
barroom, rye and bourbon, both out of the
same barrel. In the latter the soldier dc-
poslis most of Ida money every pay-day.
The manner of constructing the build-
ings nt a post away from the railroad, is
generally this. The plan of the building
is marked out on the ground, partitions
and all, then a trench is dug, three feet
deep and eighteen inches wide; in this,
logs are set up on end say fifteen or
eighteen feet long, the dirt Is tamped in
around them, a plate nailed along them on
top and the building is ready for the roof,
shingles if you have them, dirt it you
have'nt. Afterwards these logs are clink-
ed with small pieces of wood, and the
whole filled in with clay, then canvass is
neatly nailed on Ihe inside and you have
a much warmer house than one of boards.
In Anzonia and New Mexico the buildings
at posts arc mostly of adobe, or sunburnt
brick, warm in winter and cool in suinmor.
Buildings of tliis kind will not stand well
In countries when? frequent rains occur.
Besides the buildings mentioned at a post
there are generally one or two ice houses
a bakery, an ordinance magazine, a
butcher shop, a blacksmith’s shop, a car-
penter’s shop, a sndleiy, etc. In fact a well
appointed post is complete In itself, as far
as regards its oidinary wants.
Now as regards any place of refuge in
case of sudden attack for the non-combat-
ants, the corral is generally looked upon
as the best place, being a stockade enclos-
sure and if well defended much better than
an earth work. However, no one ever
thinks of such a thing as a well garrisoned
post being attacked by Indians. Indians
will never voluntarily flilit at a disadvan-
tage, and know that in attacking a stock-
ade, the man inside has every advantage of
him.
In conclusion I will say that whenever
you read of n Fort situated west of the
Mississippi, think of it only as a village
where soldiers live, when they are not out
after Indians. C. G.
For the Holland City Newt.
Cami* Supply, I. T., Jan. 17, 1877.
Mr. Editor— It would perhaps interest
some of your readers to read the descrip-
tion of a military post on the plain-*. Be-
fore doing so, it would he well first to state
what is meant by the term “fort” as applied
to places on the frontier occupied by troops.
The ordinary acceptation of the word
post, is a brick or stone structure, or per-
haps of earthwork, built for the purpose of
defence. Now so far as concerns brick or
stone, or even earthwork, the term U sadly
out of place as applied to places where
troops are stationed on the plains. True,
in some cases the buildings at a military
post are so arranged relatively, as to afford
a means of defence in case of an attack,
yet this is very seldom the case. Let us
take say, what is called in military terms,
a six-company post, perhaps known u
Fort A, or R, generally named after some
distinguished officer or public man; it con-
sists of six long buildings, one for each
company, called barracka. Theae build-
ings contain rooms used aa dormitories,
kitchens, dining-rmims and offices. In
rear of the company barracks you will
find smaller buildings occupied by the
married soldiers, whose wives are laun-
dresses for tbe company; of theae there
are four to a company. Posts being gen-
erally built in tbe shape of a rectangle,
the company barracks will occupy two of cult, December 1, 1871, for twenty
Tiik following pardons wo clip from
the official journal of our State Legisla-
ture: ‘‘Gustave Christ— Pardoned Decem-
ber 30th, 1876— conditioned that he for-
ever abstain from the use of intoxicating
liquors, beer and wine— at tbe earnest re-
quest ol Judge Witbey, Judge Hoyt,
Judie Holmes, Amos Rathbone. A. B.
Turner, John W. Cbamplln, I. E. Mess-
mote, Wm.T. Powers, John C. Fitzgerald,
T. J. O’Brien, W. D. Roberts, J. H. Stand-
ish, Julius Houseman, C. C. Comstock,
W. 8. Gunn, 8. 8. Bailey, Isaac Hnyncss,
James Blair, E. 8. Pierce, J. W. Stone,
P. R. L. Peirce, M. V. Aldrich. L. H.
Randall, A. B. Watson, E. G. D. Holden,
Eben, Smith, M. 8. Crosby, C. W. Wat-
kins, and other prominent citizens of Rent
county. Many of them express their be-
lief in his entire Innocence, and all others
that there nre very great doubts of his
guilt. Eleven of the jury join in the re-
quest for his pardon. He was sentenced
January 14, 1876, from Kent Circuit, to
four years for murder in the sfecond de-
gree. One of tbe principal witnesses for
Ihe prosecution is now serving a sentence
in the Slate Prison for perjury.’*
“Charles Morse. Pardoned December
20th, 1876, on the application of the pros-
ecuting stiorney, jury, and very many
of the citizens of Ottawa county, |nd on
personal and earnest solicitation 6f the
judge who sentenced him. CoiKMfjoned
that be forever abstain from the use uf in-
toxicating liquors. He was convicted of
robbery and sentenced from Ottawa Clr-
HOLIAND cm, iPQglOAy.
ehouM be taken as one, Jnetice Strong, who
reaid ea in Philadelphia, and Juetioe Miller,
who lives in Iowa, and Justice Field, of Cali-
fornia. as the three others, and these four
should name the fifth member of the tribunal.
This proposition was at last accepted, and it is
regarded probable that the fifth mafnber to be
choeeh will be Justice Swayne or DrvIb.
WASHINGTON*
Okn. Axdkbson and ez-Gov. Wells, of the
Louisiana Returning Beard, arrived in Wash*
ington the other day, and were immediately
arrested by the bergeaut-et-Ams of the House
of Representative*. An officer of the Hodse
left the same day for New Orleans to bring
Kenner and Caseanave, the remaining members
of the board, to the her of the House.
Charlzs Fishzr, who was recently con-
victed of purloining papers from the office of
the District Attorney, In the District of Co’um-
bia, and rubseqacntlv pardoned ahd conveyed
by his friends to the lunatic asylum, has made
his escape from that institution.
The breaking up of the ice in the Fotcmac,
last week, did oonsidemble damage. Several
schooners and tugs were t>nnk and the wharves
at Washington sustained serious in j ary.
A Washington dispatch says the President
has expressed his intention of signing the bill
providing for counting the electoral vote, in
case it passes both houses of Congress.
The Washington Chronicle has suspended
publication.... The State Department has re-
ceived notice that the German Government
has determined to abolish what are called the
honorary Consulates in the United States, and
to esUblish and maintain no consulates hence-
forth except those to which a fixed salary is
attached ..... Beverly Nash (colored) a
Hayes elector in South Carolina at the
lecent election, testified before the
Senate South Carolina Investigating Com-
mittee, the other day, that he was offered
$40,000 by one Childs, a banker of Columbia,
to cast his vote for Tilden in the electoral col-
lege. Childs denies the story, and says Nash
manufactured it out of whole doth.
GENEKAJU
The revival labors of Messrs. Moody and
Sankey have been brought to a dose in
Chicago, and the evangdists go thence to Bos-
ton, where a tabernacle has been provided for
them. Records of the work performed in Chi-
cago show that L 338 oouverts professed relig-
ion directly under the ministrations of the
evangelists, while the total accessions to the
various churches in the city since the revival
began number no less tbau 2,385,
The United States navy mourns the loss of
its oldest officer, Rear Admiral Joseph Smith,
who died a few days ago at Washington. Ad-
miral Smith entered the navy sixty-seven
years ago, and made his last cruise at sea in
1845.
The President has given his reasons for not
upholding the Packard Government and dis-
persing the Nioholls Government In Lonisiana.
He referred to his experience in the prompt
recognition of the Kellogg Government three
years ago, and to the fact that he was not sus-
tained by the Republican Senate or the Repub-
lican party at large, and said that this experi-
ence bad suggested to him the propriety of
proceeding with greater deliberation and cau-
tion in the present instance.
Regent commercial failures : Michigan Salt
and Lumber Company, Saginaw, Miob. ; Key-
hands, and it is supposed that * th ^weight of v'’ ^^ bihties, $300,000 ; L. J. Bigger, packer, Kansas
Citv, Mo., $500,000 ; J. B. Caya A Co., Mont-
real, boots and shoes, $80,000 ; Warren Manu-
facturing Company, Warren, Me., woolens,
$150, 000.... A serious war has broken ont in
Pennsylvania between the Atlantic and Pacific
and Western Union Telegraph Companies, and
the employes of the latter ooiporation have been
amosing themselves by cutting down the poles





Chicago elAvttora dontaln 16^11,911 bushels
of wheat ; 1,686,838 bushels of corn ; 641,080
bushels of oats : 216.661 bushel* of rye, and
1,103, 6W bnah*ls of barley, making a grand
total of 7,160,098 buahels, againat 4,217,321
boahels at this period last year.... Five Sioux
chiefs, bearing a Hag of true*, were recently
pounced opor by Crow scout* and murdured,
within a few hundred vard* of Tongue river
cantonment. Gen. Milea was indignant be-
yond measure at the bloody tragedy.... The
Michigan Legislature has re-elected Mr. Ferry
to the United States Senate.
United States Distbict Attorney Buss
has commenced suit in the District Court of
New York for flM.OOO agahist tx-Gov. Tilden,
for alleged non-payment of income tax.
THE WEST.
A hold attempt was made at Chicago, the
other day, to rob the expreM car on the Chi-
cago and Alton railroad. Three thieve* board-
ed the car as the train was palling oat of the
depot and compelled the messenger to give op
the key of the safe. The robbers, as the re-
sult shows, were not expert*, for in a very
bungling manner they proceeded to unlock the
safe. Having aoonmplishcd this, they made a
hurried search through its contents. The
treasure account was light, not exceeding
$25,000, of which $19,000 was for the Pav-
master of the Alton road at Bloomington, lu
the vapid scramble for wealth, the thieves
snatched what was most prominent in sight,
and in trying to fill their arms, dropped sev-
eral packages. Among them was one contain-
ing $19,000 which was found on the platform.
Another of $3,000 was picked np on the floor,
after the robbers took their departure. All
thev succeeded in getting away with was the
Springfield bag, which contained valuables to
the extent of $187 and a lot of drafts for
collection. The robbers escaped....
Three exceedingly well executed $1,000 coun-
terfeit notes have been discovered in circula-
tion in St. Loois.... Franklin Moore, one of
the oldest and most prominent merchants of
Detroit, is dead.
The funeral services of the unidentified
viotima of the Ashtabula disaster occurred in
that place last week. Nineteen bodies were
buried in one grave.... The clergy of Ashta-
bula, assisted by two Episcopal ministers from
Cleveland, held Joint services with the Ma-
sonic ordqr at the grave. Three bodies still
remain in the vault in the hope that their
friends may be able to identify them by pieces
rf clinging changing to them.  >.
The long drought in California has been f uc-
oeeded by copious rains, and there are cheerful
reports of the crop proepocts from all parts of
the State. . . .Chicago papers announce the fail-
ure of W. B. Keen, Cooke A Co., one of the
oldest book firms in the city. . . .Chare* Collins,
Chief Engineer of the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern railroad, committed suicide at Cleve-
land, a few days ago. More or less blame for
the Ashtabula disaster had been placed at his
i sed
censure which he felt sure the public laid upon
him led him to commit the tragic deed.
A report reaches Sioux City that a train
coming ont of the Black Hills was recently
captured by Crazy Horse’s band of Indians,
and that twenty men who were with the train
were massacred.
THE BOOTH.
Mbs. Minnie Blaxen, of Dayton, Ky., aroee
from her bed the other night, and, without
arousing her husband, dressed herself, took
her ten-day old infant, and, proceeding to the
river, threw herself and babe into the stream
and was drowned. Temporary insanity.
FORTY-FOUBTH CONGRESS.
Debats In the HonsS on the Resolution
Ordering the errest of the Louisiana
Returning Board.
Mr. Lynde, from tip Judiciary Committee,
made • report relative to the refusal of WHls,
Anderson, Oassansve, and Kenner, members
bf the Louisiana Returning Board, to produce
before the Committee on Elections in Louis-
ians certain papers demanded by said com-
mittee.
The reporj concludes with /a resolution di-
recting the Sergeant- at- Anna to take into cus-
tody and bring before the bar of the House
the above-named gentlemen.
Mr. Frye, a member of the Judiciary Com-
mittee, said whan that report was agreed to in
the committee there was no Republican mem-
ber of the committee present. For his part he
regarded the doctrine enunciated in it as a
monslrona one. Under It there wss no sov-
ereignty anywhere in the country that was not
subject to be called before a committee of the
House and compelled to produce its original
records, lie held, on the contrary, thalLou-
grees had no more to do with the Returning
Board of Lonisiana than he as an individnal
had. It seemed that nothing was sacred from
the Democratic investigating committees.
Even to-day the committee of the Bonf$ waa
committing the indecency of demanding from
the National Republican Committee its whole
manner of oondnoting a national campaign,
its whole correspondence, all Its telegranja, all
its money, collections, etc. He was happy to
aay, as a member of that committee, that he
had advised the potting in of everything, let-
ters, telegrams, etc., for he knew perfectly well
that there wm nothing in them that would indi-
cate fraad in Lonisi»n<, Florida, or South Caro-
lina. He knew that that committee believed
the Republicans had carried theee three States
honeatlyetiA fairly, and that they would be
counted for R. B. Hajas unices the Democrats
of those.States and of the United States should
steal by frand the votes of those States. He
hoped that the galleries would not help the
Democratic side of the House in this debate.
Mr. Luttrell— I do not think the gentleman
has tbo right to charge the Democratic party
with stealing when bis Republican committees
lojbed the poor orphans and widows in the de-
partments to carry on the campaign.
Mr. Frye— I did not know when J
gentleman from California libe
question that he wanted to into




A dispatch from Constantinople of the 15th
inst says: “At yesterday's sitting of the con-
ference the Marquis of Salisbury, in the name of„ m his European oolleaguee, communicated to the
Hon. George Wells, for the past fifty years representatives of the Porte the last proposals
President of the Farmers' and Planters' Bank
of Annapolis, Md., is a defaulter in the sum of
$65,000.
The lower house of the Florida Legislature
has passed an act to declare and establish the
appointment by the State of Florida of elec-
tors for President and Vice President ____
Three men were killed and several dangerous-
ly woupaed, near Little Rock, Ark., a few
days ago, by the explosion of a boiler in a
shingle factory.
POLITICAL.
Messrs. Blaine, of Maine, Ferry, of Michi •
gan, and Wiudom, of Minnesota, have been
re-elected to the United States Senate by the
Legislatures of their respective Staten. In
Arkansas, ex-Gov. Augustus H. Garland has
been choeen to succeed Mr. Clayton in the
Senate.
The Democrats of New Hampshire have
nominated Daniel Marcy for Governor ____ The
Republicans of the First and Second Now
Hampshire Districts have nominated Oilman
Marston and James Briggs for Congress.
Alvin Sanders has been elected by the Ne-
braska Legislature to succeed Mr. Hitchcock in
the United Statee Senate.
The Tennessee Legislature, on the 73d bal-
lot, elected James G. Bailey to the vacancy in
the United Btatea Senate caused by the death
of Andrew Johnson... .The Legislature of
Massachusetts has chosen George F. Hoar as
the successor of Mr. Boutwell in the Senate
from that State.
It is said that the method of selecting the
Supreme Court wing of the Presidential tri-
bunal appears to have been one of the most
difficult problems to solve satisfaotorily with
which the Joint committees found themselves
confronted. It was known or supposed, *a\ s a
Washington correspondent, that Justices Clif-
ford and Field had supported Tilden and Hen-
dricks at the last election. It waa also known
and believed that the other Jnsticea, with the
exception of Davis, had supported Hayes and
Wheeler. The position of Justice Davis, so
far as political bus was concerned, waa the
subject of much discussion and doubt The
Republicans generally regarded him as a Demo-
crat and the Democrats considered him an in-
dependent Republican with Democratic pro-
clivities. If the five senior Justices were taken
the commission would consist of Clifford,
Swayne, Miller, Davis and Field. It was claimed
that while this should be regarded as eminently
fair, it did not suit the Republicans, who be-
lieve that what chances of bias there were were
against them. Finally the geographical idea
wss suggested; and further, that it would
hardly be fair to take Justices in the States In
which the candidate* resided. The Chief Jus-
tice sad Justice Swayne reside in Ohio, and
Justice Hunt in New York. It was then pro-
posed that Justices Clifford and Swayne be
taken, and that these should choose two othere,
and that tbs four thus chosen should select
tfce fifth. This did not sail all around, and the
proposition ensued that Justice Clifford, who is
& senior Justice, and who resides in Maine,
of the Powers, whose demands were reduced
and softened. After making his communica-
tion, Lord Salisbury announced that if the
Porte did not agree to the proposals now made,
he bad instructions to quit Constantinople."
Late advices from Mexico are to the effect
that the army of Igleeias has been defeated
and captured by Diaz’ forces. Igleeias has
asked to be allowed to retire to private life.
Such relics of the American Polaris expedi-
tion as tbo late English Arctic expedition, un-
der Capt. Nares, waa able to find and trans-
port, were collected together and taken to
England. These curiosities have now been
forwarded by the British Government to the
Government of the United States ____ Howes,
the defaulting City Treasurer of Covington,
Ky., has been arrested in London, Canada. . . .
A Berlin dispatch says negotiations have been
reopened with France, and there is a proba-
bility that Germany will participate in the Paris
Exhibition in 1878 ____ A telegram from Cal-
cutta, India, says the cost of the relief works
and other measures for mitigating the famine
in Madras and Bombay is £6,500,000.
At a meeting of the Grand Council of the
Ottoman Empire, at Constantinople, on the
18th of January, the proposals of the confer-
ence were unanimously rejected amid shouts
of “Death before dishonor!” There is no
opening for counter proposals, oq for a re-
newal of the negotiations in any form ; the
conference has announced it* ultimatum, and
the Porte will have none of it. Turkey has
decided to defy all Europe, and it remains to
be seen what all Europe, more particularly
Russia, proposes to do about it.
The feeling in London seems to be that
Tnrkey must paddle her own canoe henceforth, ,
without relying upon England. The Timm
thinks the peace may be maintained, notwith-
standing the failure of the conference....
Caban advices state that two important en-
gagements have recently been fought on the
island, the patriot* coming off victorious in
both affaire..,. The rinderpest has again
broken out in Europe.
A Berlin dispatch says Russia is beginning
to represent to the powers that, the demands
of the conference having been rejected, it de-
volve* upon Europe to take more forcible pro-
ceedings. Suould Europe, a* is certain, find
it impossible to agree on joint action, Russia
will be able to declare that the failure of the
conference is the defeat of Europe, not of
Russia,
After the formal dissolution of the confer-
ence at Constantinople, the Russian represent-
ative, Gen. Ignatieff, publicly declared that if
Tnrkey should disregard the armistice or
take any action hostile to Montenegro and
Servia, or if the Christian inhabitants
of Turkey should be subjected to anv
hardships, Europe would treat such proceed*-
logs as provocations, and would consider what
counwrought to be adopted .... Travel on the
railway between Shanghai and Woomng,
China, is stopped by native mob*, the rails ob-
structed and the workmen assaulted. The
Chinese dislike to all material improvements is





applause of the galleries on that side.
Mr. Luttrell— Do you deny that it is so ? You
were on the Repnblican National Committee
and you know that the poor widows and or-
phans of the departments were made to pay for
the campaign.
Mr. 8 rve— There is a committee of members
of the Honso— intelligent members of the
Honse— which is investigating that very sub-
jeot. The committee wul find ont and answer
the gentleman shortly.
Mr. Luttrell attempted to make another re-
mark, but wa* informed by the Speaker that
the gentleman from Maine was entitled to the
floor.
“Well, sir,” said Mr. Luttrell, “he bull-
dosed them."
Mr. Frye declared that the Republican Com-
mittee had never assessed, demanded, or asked
contributions from such people as Mr. Luttrell
hid described. On the contrary, it hnd sent
ont a very polite request to tne gentlemen
who were commissioned by the President and
confirmed by the Senate to help to run the
campaign.
Mr. Luttrell— Was it not understood that
every one who declined to pay an assessment
should be discharged ?
Mr. Frye— It waa not so understood and
there never wia a man asked twice far a con-
tribution.
Mr. Luttrell— Because if he refused he was
aiBcnargea.
Mr. Frye— And there never was a sugges-
tion that anybody should be punished for re-
fusing to make a contribution, and there never
was any contribution whatever to the Repub-
lican National Committee from the department
clerks.
Mr. Cox, of New York, said that he would
not follow the argument of the gentleman
from Maine, which had been sufficiently an-
swered by the badinage of the gentleman
from California and by the ironical cheers of
the galleries. The point before the Honse
was simply whether the authority of the House
should be disregarded by the Returning Board
of Louisiana.
Mr. Kasson argued against the resolution
because it would establish a precedent that a
committee of the House could summon the
mcr of a State to bring before it the pa-
pers of his office, and could bring that high
official before the bar of the House, degrading
him bv asking him to stand at the bar and an-
swer for contempt
Mr. Hooker said that he would not follow
the example of the gentleman from Maine
(Frye) in seeking to avoid and evade the plain,
simple proposition submitted by the report of
the Judiciary Committee by stating with the
emphasis which that gentleman did that he be-
lieved that for a series of years a great body
of citizens of Lonisiana had determined to
deny the right of suffrage to a certain class
which was entitled to it. What w&s there that
surrounded the Betnrning Board of Louisiana
with a sanctity which prevented it from giving
to the committee of the House information as
to whether there, bad been an honest vote in
that State ? Should it be said that the Return-
ing Board had power to cast ont votes from
this or that parish and that there waa no power
which could investigate whether it had legally
done so ?
Mr. Garfield argued that the provisions of
the constitution in regard to the Preeidential
election were imperative, and loft no time or
authority for a contest, and he challenged the
naming of any steteBman who had ever claimed
that Congress had the power (within the five
limitations mentioned by him) to go inside of
a State to look at the vote. If the votee of
one State were examined, the votes of all
States might be, and thus an election of Presi-
dent might be at any. time rendered impossible.
He appealed to ihe Democratic side of the
House to pause before it committed this act of
assault and destruction on whatever there was
of sovereignty In the thirty-eight Btatea of the
Union.
Mr. Davis, of North Carolina, asked Mr.
Garfield why it was that partisan committees
had been aent to three Sonthern States by
President Grant.
Mr. Garfield— If the galleries will stop their
chatter I wiR answer. The gentlemen who
went to Lonitiiafii at the request of the Presi-
dent went there only as invited witnessee, and
on our arrival we were asked by a Domocratic
committee to join them in heloing to secure a
count of all the votee actually oast. We an-
swered that we were not there to secure any-
thing, but least of all were we there to direct
any body in Lonisiana to violate the laws of
that State. That was their bnatness, not onra.
Mr. Davis— By what authority did the Presi-
dent invite then there ?
Mr. Garfield— If the 'gentleman needs to
know by whatnuthority an American citizen
travels any where in the United States, he will
learn the authority by which I for1 one, went to
Louisiana.
Mr. Davis— Why Wfcs it that four years ago
your party threw out the electoral votes of sev-
eral States?
Mr. Wood, of New York, regretted that the
wanted the question determined on psinciplee
higher than party principle*. He held that
the States had not the sole |power to appoint
electoft. They bad power to appoint them
nnder *oertain restrictions, and it noccsi&rily
followed that itj devolved on Congress to ascer-
tain whether that power bad been executed in
accordance with lawA The oonstitatieb placed
certain limits on th* States, noton Congrca*,
as the gentleman from Ohio (Garfield) main-
tained.
Mr. Lawrence proceeded to argne againat
the reeolntion, and in the course of tne rtif-
ensaion he was met with suggestions about the
interfere aoe with the State anthorities in the
Oregon tea*. In re«ponse to theee suggention*
Mr. Garfield expressed his hone that if there
waa no right to inquire into that frand without
violating the constitution of Oregon, Mr. Til-
den wonid be counted in.
The previous question was then seconded,
and the resolution went over.
Regular Proceeding*.
Tuesday, Jan. 16.— Nenoi*.— Mr. Patterson
presented a petition of D. H. Chamberlain and
others, of Booth Carolina, setting forth that many
of the statements of Wade Hampton and others,
recently presented in the Senate, are antrae. Read
and ordered printed..,. Mr. 8herm*n, from the
Finance ̂ Committee, reported the Honse : bill,
known as Bland’s Silrer bill, without rec-
ommendation, and asked that it be
placed upon the calendar. He also gave notice
that he would, when it was taken up, offer a sub-
stitute from himself personally, and not orlalnat
ing In tho committee. Ih* substitute waa oruered
printed.... A resolution waa adopted calling upon
the President for information in regard to The re-
volt in the Turkish prerinoea.... Mr. Patterson
submitted a resolution recognising D. H. Chamber-
lain a* the lawful Governor of South Carolina.
Referred. ...Mr. Withers called up the mes-
sage of the President in regard to
the occupation of Petersburg by the military on
election day, and yielded the floor to his colleague,
Mr. Johuaton, who spoke at length on the ssflject.
Mr. Withers also addressed the Senate apon the
subject, aud at the conclusion of his remarks sub-
mitted the following, which was agreed to: “/{«-
tolvtd. That the Committee on Judiciar)- be instruct-
ed to examine whether the construction of the laws
touching the elective franchise promulgated by the
Attorney General in general orders No. 96, of date
Sept. 7, 1876, be correct, and that they report by bill
or otherwise.”
House.— The Senate Joint reeolntion authorizing
the appointment of a commission to attend the In-
ternational convention to Inquire into the relative
value of gold and silver was laid on the table.
Yeas, 136 ; nays, 104 ... .Mr. Lynde, from the Judi-
ciary CommiUee, made a report relative to the refu-
sal of Wells, Anderson, Caseanave and Kenner,
members of the Louisiana Returning Board, to pro-
duce before the committee on election In Louisi-
ana certain papers demanded by said commit-
tee. The report concludes with a resolu-
tion directing the Sergeant-at-Arms to take Into
custody and bring before the bar of the Hoitte the
above-mentioned gentlemen, A long and lively po-
litical discussion followed, participated in by
Messrs. If rye, Luttrell. Cox, Kasson, Garfield,
Wood, Lawrence, and others, at the conclusion of
which the previous question was seconded «nd the
reeolntion went over.. ..The Speaker laid before
the Home a communication from £. W. Barnes,
the recusant witness, » declaring that the
answer which he made when last before
the bar of the House was made in good
faith, and that ho was entirely willing to produce
the messages demanded if it were in his power, and
that he would make every effort to obtain said mes-
sages, and asking that he be permitted to make the
attempt, promising that if he was unable to do so he
would again place himself in the custody of the Her-
gesnt-at-Anns. The communication was referred
to the Judiciary Committee. ...Mr. liunton, from
the Judiciary Committee, reported a resolution per-
mitting Wm. Orton, now in custody of the 8er-
eant-at-Arms, to proceed under bis charge to New
’ore for the purpose of consulting his physician,
and providing that be should return to Washington
on Fridsy. Adopted.
Wednesday, Jan. 17.— /Senate.— Mr. Horton,
from the Committee on Privileges and Elections,
stated that the money appropriated to carry on the
investigations now being made by that committee
had been expended. A bill appropriating $35,(00
additional to defray the expenaes of the committee
had passed the Senste but was delayed in the
House of Representative* ..... Mr. Morton re-
plied to the remarks 01 Messrs. Johnston and
Withers, of Virginia, made yesterday, lu regard to
the occupation of Petersburg by the military on the
day of the late election for President. He defend-
ed the action of the President, and argned that
under the law the President had the right to send
gentleman from Ohio (Garfield) bad seen fit
to oloee an otherwise admirable argument by a
me e partisan aQusiun which was entirely un-
necessary to the diacamnon of th* present mat-
ter. He wanted no partisan influence or re-
flection to enter into the discussion ; and
ere, after which the subject wss Isid aside.
House. —The House passed a resolution penult-
ting Barnes, the contumacious witness, to return
to New Orleans, in charge of a Diputy Sergeant-at-
Arms, to see whether he can procure the telegraphic
dispatches called for by Mr. Morrison’s committee.
....Bills were Introduced and referred: By Mr.
Stone, of Missouri, to provide for the organization
of the Territory of Oklahama ; by
Mr. Kidder, extending the time of ihe payment
for public lands in cases where the crops have
been d«»troyed by graashoppers ; also, establishing
a land district in the Black Hills.... Mr.
Committee on Appropriations, reported




a resolution" instructing the committee on privi-
leges and duties of the House to report what num-
ber of electoral votes is necessary under the con-
stitution to elect a President. Referred....
A discussion took place upon the resolution re-
ported by the Judiciary Committee in relation to
the refnaal of members of the Lonisiana Returning
Board to produce certain papers before the Louisi-
ana special committee. At the conclusion of the
debate a vote was taken and the resolution for the
arrest of the members of the Louisiana Returning
Board and their production before the bar of the
House to answer for contempt wss adopted by a
strict party vote— yeas, 168; nays, 81.
Thursday, Jan. 18.— Senate.— Mr. Edmunds,
from the special committee appointed to devise
means for counting the electoral vote, submitted
a report in writing, accompanied by a bill. The
report, he was happy to say, was signed by all the
members of both committees, with one exception.
The committee was of the opinion that the meas-
ure they recommended was not what could be
called a compromise, but it was a measure of Jus-
tice, and In aid of constitutional Government. No
one Would have the right to uy that anybody’s views
had been surrendered in any respect. . . Mr. Jones, of
Florida, presented the petition of the four Demo-
cratic Presidential electors of Florid*, claiming to
have been legally elected, and asking that the
electoral vote cast by them for President and Vice
President be counted instead of that cast by the
electors on the other side.
Houm.— Mr. Payne, chairman of the committee
on counting the electorel votes, made a concur
rem report of the two committees of the House and
Senate, which report having been read it was, on
motion of Mr. Payne, recommitted and ordered
printed.
Friday, Jan. 19.— Senate.— Mr, Cameron,
of Pennsylvania, presented resolutions adopted by
the Legislature of his State declaring that the cer-
tificates of electors from the various States are
constitutional evidence of votes cask for
President and Vice President, and must
be counted ...... The Consular and Diplo-
matic Appropriation biU was passed . . Louisiana
was the theme of another long and lively debate in
the Senate, in which Messrs. Bogy, of Mi**onrl,aDd
Sherman, of Ohio, were the chief participant*. The
former. In the course of his remarks, bitterly as-
sailed the present State Governmeiit of Lonisiana,
and was loudly cheered by the galleries, whereupon,
on motion of Mr. Edmonds, the gentlemen’s gal-
lery waa cleared of spectators.
House.- Mr. Hunter, from the Judiciary Com-
mittee, reported a resolution discharging William
Orton, President of the Western Union Telegraph
Company, from the custody of the Sergeant-at-
Arms. Adopted without division... J. Madison
Wells and Thomas O. Anderson were brought be-
fore the bar of the House to answer for contempt
of the privileges of the House. Having
answered to the question propounded
by the Speaker, that they would prefer
to postpone their further answer until tne
remaining member* of the Lonisiana Returning
board shall arrive In Washington, th# matter waa
referred to the Judiciary Committee.... Thia waa n
gala day for the female suffragists in the House.
By s preconcerted arrangement twenty-live pe-
titions were presented by members from as many
different States in behalf of a sixteenth amendment
Saturday, Jan. 20.— Senate. -On motion of
Mr. Edmunds, the Mil reported by the special com-
mittee lu regard to the count Of the electoral vote
wgs taken up, Mb. Edmunds proceeded to address
tbs penate at length. In advoogsy of the measure
Tha following are sekne of Utepolut* made by him
lu favor of the bill : The purpose of the commis-
sion is to decide what Is the electoral vote of a
btate. The election of the Congrestional
part of the ommlsslou by a viva voce
vote renders Intrigue impossible. The commission Is
Urge enough to prevent the possibility of oorrupt-
mg influences. The Judges named are choeen ac-
cording to geographical locality. To guard sgainst
any caviling, the oath maltts partisanship Impossi-
ble, The commtasion is hot to decide a policy or
dotemine a future. It is to pass ou the Irrevoca-
ble past. The commission is to discover what U
the paper, if any, which speaks the constitutional
views uf a State, and how many and what persons
were elected electors. The plan, he claimed,
holds the scale of Justice in absolute
equality and glvesnolhtngtoeitherperty. The com-
mission is to determine whether the electoral vote
waa caat according to Uw. Mr. Edmunds neither
affirmed nor deuled that the commission bad
power to go behind the returns. He only said that,
if Congress had the right to do this, the commission
had, or would have, and that wea one of the ques-
tions submitted to it. Mr. Edmunds affirmed that
the constitutionality of the bill was Without
a doubt He maintained the President of the ben-
ate has not the tight to count the votes. He
insisted that by no legal interpretation could it be
held that the opening of the vote Implied the right
to count Nor waa the Vice Pwaldent a Judge. If
that theory Is admitted, tho monstrous propo-
sition must be conceded that the Vice President
can try and determine the case aud finally declare
himself President of the United States. He
argued that the oouititution had been so framdd
that there Is but one provision In It which ex-
ecutes Itself. Tnst related to the capture
of slave property. Everr other provision is 8nly
executed by Congressional regulations. The Presi-
dent la Commander-ln-Chlef, but every act is regu-
lated by law. The functions of the Judiciary are
prescribed by the constitution, yet their procedure
is entirely controlled by law. The constitution,
which was adapted to all time, was framed so that
Congreaaional legislation could adapt it to the varied
emergencies of different generations. He denied
the fact emphatically that the precedents show that
the resident of the Senate has counted the votes.
On the contrary, Mr. Edmunds affirmed that, as
an srilnnistlcal proposition, he had never even
counted one vote. 'The tellers were always appoint-
ed, and that from John Laugdon to Schuyler Col-
tax the two houses dictated to the presiding officer
of the Benate the course he should pursue.
House.— The House, lu committee of the whole,
devoted the day to debate, the speeches taking a
wide political range.
Monday, Jan. 22. -.Senate,— Mr. Morton ad-
dressed the Senate in opposition to the Compromise
bill in regard to counting tho electoral vote. He
bitterly assailed tbs measure, characterizing It as
“the product of the Mississippi plan,” declaring
that “the shadow of intimidation had been seen
lu the Senate chamber.” He believed Gov.
Hayes had been elected under the forms
of law, and that should be be counted
in there would no revolution. He ar-
gued in favor of the right of the President of the
benate to count the electoral votes. The President
of the Senate did coant the vote for seventy-two
years ; tellers were mere facilities for making cil-
culations and keeping accounte. They counted
what ' the President handed them down to
count, aud handing them down the certificates
to count was the declaration of the vote. It con-
tinued from 1780 to 1861. Whether the electors
were eligible was a matter left with the States un-
der the injunctions of the constitution. The hand-
ing down of the certificate by the President of the
Senate was a declaration of the vote contained in
it. Very few Republicans respect the blil. It will
be taken by Republicans, if taken at all, as a doee
of castor oil. Senator Edmundi burned his shins
behind him when he denied the power of the
President of the Senate to count the votes in the
absence of legislation. He thus seemed to
make it a necessity to accept thin bill.
Mr. Morton’s chief objection to the bill was that it
gave the commission power to go behind the
returns, and ascertain alone what electors
were duly appointed, which he held to be unconsti-
tutional, aud regarded, besides, as a change of the
existing status in favor of the Democrats. Mr.
Frelinghuysen followed Mr. Morton in a written
speech m favor of the bill. He argued In favor of
the constitutionality of the measure, and denied
that it gave the commission power to go back on
the papers submitted to see how returning boards
performed their duties. After Mr. Frelinghuysen
look his seat nobody rose to speak. Mr. Ed-
munds wanted to push tho bill to a third read-
ing, as no amendments were offered. Mr.
Sherman pleaded for delay. Mr. Mitchell
moved to adjourn, and it was voted down. Mr.
Edmunds explained tho Lecesalty of prompt
decision for or sgainst the bill. Mr. Sherman
wanted the members of the committee to give
their views upon it. Mr. Thurman explained
that they had done so in their report, and its
opponents should now make themselves heard.
Mr. Cameron made a brief speech against the
bill, denouncing It as a Democratic affair, got-
ten up by three or four Republicans to
gratify their political opponents. Mr. Edmunds
finally consented to let the bill go over.
Hones.— Mr. Frye Introduced a bill for the trial
of contested elections for the offices of President
and Vice President. It provides that an election
may be contested by any eliginle person who kas
received the vote for President, and that the court
for the trial of such contested election
shall consist of the Chief Justice of the Supremo
Court and six Judges of the Circuit or District
Court*, to be selected by the Chief Justice. Bills
were also introduced by Mr. Caulfield to regulate
the disposition cf troops in tho District of Colum-
bia, and by Mr. Sayler to reform the civil service.
THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
Brevis ............................ 9 75 @12 25
Hogs ............................. 6 50 @ 7 00
Cotton ............... . ............ 13X@ ISJ#
Floor— Superfine Western ........ 5 76 @ 6 00
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............ 1 45
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Oat»— Western Mixed .......... ...
Rte— Western ..................... 84
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Lard— Steam ...................... 11
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Hoas— Live ........................ 6 30
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Oats-No. 2 ........................ 86 S'
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Barley— No. 2 ..................... 61 & 61^
Botter— Creamery. . ............. 83 @ 86
Eoos— Fresh ....................... 26 @ „ 28
Pore— Mess ........................ II 76 @17 00
Labd ............................... 10K@ 11
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 1 ..................... 1 W
No. 2 ..................... 1 33















Oats — No. 2 ........ «..*.• ..... .
Rte ...........................
Barley— No. 2 ...... ...... —
BT. LOUlb.
Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall .......
Corn— Western Mixed ..........





Gattlr ........ ... . . «
CINCINNATI.
Wheat.... ............... ......
Corn ..... ..... ........... . ......
Oat* ..... .... ...................



















8 00 a 6 50
4 00 a 6 50
. 1 45 a 1 w
44 a 46
, 88 a 88
. 82 @ 83
.17 00 an 75
... i°v a 10*
TOLEDO.
WHEAT-Extra .................... J M } 68#
OOBE .......... 45Vl 46#
Oat*— No. . ....................... M
DETROIT.
Floob— Medium.;....^ ........... 626
Wheat— White .................. 1 44
Corn— No. 2... • ”~
Oat*. ...... .. ......... M
Rte. ............................... 70
















The Joint Electoral Committee’s Report
to Congress^Text of tha Bill Agreed
Upon. * ( -
ThefeJlowtagia the fepdrt of th« ofinlftilt-
teesof the Senate andHonseof Eepresenta-
tivea appointed under.the Beveyal reaolntionB
of those bodies to praparo' and report sneh a
menage aa may be beet calculated to accom-
plish the lawful counting of the electoral vetea
and tie beei dispoeiMon o# all* queatKglf con-
nected therewith, and the due declaration of
the result. The committees say that they have
considered the subject named in said resolu-
tions, and have had full and free conference
with each other thereon, and now report the
accompanying bill and recommend its passage.
The report continn ea aa follows :
We have applied the utmost practicable
study and deliberation to the subject, and be-
lieve that the bill now reported is die beat
attainable ditpoaltion of the different prob-
lems and disputed theories arising out of the
iate election. It must be obvious to every
person conversant with the history of the
country and with the formation and inter-
pretation of the constitution, that di-
versity of views and opinions touching the
subject, not wholly coincident with the bias or
wishes of membeca of political partiea, would
naturally exist. We have in this state of affairs
choaen, therefore, not to deal with abstract
questions save so far as they are necessarily
involved in the legislation proposed.
It is, of course, plain that the report of the
bill implies that in our opinion legislation may
be had on the subject in accordance with the
constitution, but we think that tbelaw proposed
is inconsistent with a few of the principal the-
ories upon the subject. The constitution re-
quires that the electoral votes shall be counted
upon a particular occasion. All will agree that
the votes named in the constitution are con-
stitntional votes of the States, and not other,
and when they have been found and identided,
there is nothing left to be disputed or decided.
All the rest is mere olerioal work of summing
up numbers, which being done, the constitu-
tion itself declares the consequences. This
bill, then, is only directed to ascertaining for
the purpose and in aid of counting what are
the constitutional votes of the respective States,
and whatever jurisdiction exists for such pur-
pose the bill only regulates the method of exer-
cising it. The constitution, our great instroment
and security for liberty and order, speaks in the
amplest language for ail snob cases, in whatever
aspect they may be presented. It declares that
the Congress shall have power to make all laws
which shall be necessary and proper for car-
rying into execution tho foregoing powers,
and all other powers vested by the constitu-
tion in the Oovernment of the United States,
or any department or ofiicer thereof. The
committee therefore think that the law pro-
posed cannot be justly assailed as unoonstitu-
tional by any one, and for this reason we think
it unnecessary, whatever may be our individual
views, to discuss any of the theories referred
to. Our fidelity to the constitution is observed
when we hud that the law we recommend is
consistent with that instrument
The matter then oeing a proper subject for
legislation, the fitness of the means proposed
becomes the next subject of consideration.
Upon this we beg leave to submit a few brief
observations. In all just governments both
public and private rights most be defined and
determinea by the law. This is essential to
the very idea of snch a government and is a
oharacterietic distinction between free and des-
potic eysteme. However important it may be
whether one citizen or another shall
be Chief Magistrate for a period preeoribed
upon the jost theoriee of civil institutiona,
it is of far greater moment that the will
of the people lawfully expressed in the ohoioe
of that officer shall be ascertained and carried
into effect in a lawful way. It is trne that in
every operation of a government of laws,
from tho most trivial to the most important,
there wiH always be a possibility that the re-
sult reached will not be the true one. The
executive officer may not wisely perform his
duty, the courts may not truly declare the law,
and the legislative body may not enact the
best laws, but in either case to resist the act of
the Executive, the courts, or the Legislature,
acting constitutionally and lawfully within
then* sphere, would be to set up anarchy in
place of government We think, then, that to
provide clear and lawful means of performing
a great and necessary function of the Govern-
ment in a time of much public dispute is of far
greater importance than the particular advan-
tage that any man or party may in the coarse
of events possibly obtain. But we have still
endeavored to provide such lawful agencies of
decision in the present case as shall be the
most fair and impartial possible under the cir-
cumstances. Each of "the branches of the
Legislature and the judiciary are represented in
the tribunal in equal proportions. The compo-
sition of the judicial part of the commission
looks to a selection from different parts of the
republic, while it is thought to bo free from
any preponderance of snppoeable bias, and the
addition of the necessary oonstitnent part of
the whole commission in order to obtain an
uneven number is left to an agency the fur-
thest removed from prejudice of any existing
obtainable one. It would be difficult, if not
impossible, we think, to establish a tribunal
that could bo less the subject of party criti-
cisms than such a one. The principle of its
constitution is so absolutely fair that we are
unable to perceive how the most extreme par-
tisan can assail it unless he prefers to embark
bis wishes upon the stormy sea of unregnlated
procedure, hot disputes, and dangerous results
that can neither be measured nor defined,
rather than upon the fixed and regular course
of law that insures peace and the order of so-
ciety, whatever party may be disappointed
in its hopei. The unfortunate cir-
oumstance that no provision had been
made on the snbjcot before election has
greatly added co the difficulties of the com-
mittees in dealing with it, inasmuch as many of
the people of the country, members of the re-
spective political parties, will, perhaps, look
with jealousy upon any measure that seems to
Involve even tho possibility of the defeat of
their wishes, but it has also led the committees
to feel that their members are bound by the
highest duty in such a case to let to War or
party feeling stand in the way of a Jost, fqqjU,
and peaceful measure for extricating the ques-
tion from the embarrassments that at present
surround it.
in conclusion, we respectfully beg leave to
impress upon Conrgess the necessity of speedy
determination upon this subject. It is impos-
sible to estimate the material loss the country
daily sustains from the existing state of un-
certainty. It directly and powerfully tends to
unsettle and paralyze business, to weaken pub-
lic and private credit, and to create apprenen-
aious in the minds of the people that disturb
the peaceful tenor of their ways and happiness.
It doee far more. It tends to bring republican
inatitutions into disoredit and to oreate doubts
of the success of our form of govemmeut and
of the perpetuity of the republic. Adi con-
siderations of interest, of patriotism,
and of justice unite in demanding of
the law-making power a measure that will
bring peace and prosperity to the country, and
show that our republican institutions are
equal to any emergency. And in thia connec-
tion we cannot restrain from the expression of
our satisfaction that your committees, com-
posed of equal numbers of opposing parties,
have fortunately been able to do what has
been attempted in vain heretofore— almost
unanimously agree upon the plan considered
by them all to bo just, whe, and efficient. We
scoordiugly recommend the proposed act to
thopatriotioand just judgment of Gongreess.
Geo. F. Edmunds,
F. T. FnELWOfTOYSEN, *
v - , • • v .
T. F. Bataud,





mi J7m. M. Bbhnoeb,
Ge6. Willabd,
House Committee.
Senator Morton is the only member of the
committee who did not sign the report.' v
FULL TEXT OF THE DILL. ' '•
The following is the fall text of the bill
agreed upon by the joint committee :
A Bill to provide for and regulate the counting of
votes for President and Vioe President, and
tho decision of questions arising thereon for the
term commencing March 4, 4. D. 1877.
Be it Enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the ffntod Stales of Anierioa,
in Congress Assembled, That the Senate and
House of BepresentaUves shall meet in the
hall of the House of Representatives at the
hour of 1 o’clock, poet meridian, on the first
Thursday in February. A. D. 1877, and the
President of the Semite shall be the presiding
officer. Two tellers shall be previously ap-
pointed on the part of the Senate and two on
tho part of the Honse of Repreeentativee, to
whom Bhailv be handed, as they are
opened by the President of the benate,
ail the certificates and papers pur-
porting to be certificates of electoral votes,
which certificates and papers shall be
opened, presented, and acted upon in alpha-
betical order of the States, beginning with
“A," and said tellers, having then read the
same in the presence and hearing of the two
houses, shall make a list of votes aa they shall
appear from the said certificates, and the votes
having been ascertained and counted, as in
this act provided, the result of the same shall
be delivered to the President of the Senate,
who shall thereupon announce the state of the
vote and the names of the persons (if any)
elected, which announcement shall be deemed
a sufficient declaration of psraons elected
President and Vice . President of the United
States, snd, together with a list of the votes,
be entered on the journals of the two houses.
Upon suoh reading of any snch certificate or
paper, when there shall be only one return
from a State, the President of the Senate shall
call for objections, if any. Every objec-
tion shall be made in writing, and shall
state clearly and concisely and without argu-
ment the ground thereof, and shall bo signed
by at least one Senator and one member of the
House of Representatives. When all objec-
tions so made to any vote or paper from
any State shall have been received and
read, the Senate shall thereupon withdraw, and
such objections shall be snbmitted to the Sen-
ate for ita decimon, and the Speaker of the
Honse of Representatives shall in like manner
submit snch objections to the House of Reprei-
sentativea for its deoieion, md no lelectoral
vote or votes from any State from whioh bat
one return has been received shall be ex-
cepted to except by the affirmative vote of the
two houses. When the two houses have voted,
they shall immediately again meet, and the
presiding officer shall then announce the de-
cision of the aueetion snbmitted.
Sec. 2. That if more than one return or
paper ourporting to be the return from any
State shall have been received by the President
of the Senate, purporting to be certificates of
the electoral votes given at the last preceding
election for President and Vice President in
each State, unless they shall be duplicates of
the same return, all each returns and papers
shall be opened by him in the presence of the
two houses wheu met as aforesaid, snd read by
the tellers, and all such returns and papers
shall thereupon be submitted to the judgment
and decision, as to which is the tree and lawful
electoral vote of such State, of a commission
constituted as follows, namely: Daring
the session of snch boose on the Tuesday next
preceding the first Thnreday in February, 1877,
each house shall, by viva voce vote, appoint
five of its members, who, with live Associate
Juatioes of the Sopreme Court of the United
States, to be ascertained as hereinafter pro-
vided, shall constitute a commission for the
decision of all questions upon or in respect of
snob doable returns named in this section. On
Tuesday next preceding the first Thursday in
February, A. D. 1877, or as soon thereafter as
may be, the Associate Justices of the Supreme
Court of the United States, now assigned to the
First, Third, Eighth and Ninth districts, shall
select, in snch manner an a majority of them
shall deem fit, another of the Associate Jostioes
of said court, which five persona shall be
members of said commission, and the person
longest In commission of the said Justices sha l
be Pn sident of said commiasion. Toe mem-
bers of said commission shall respectively
take and aubaenbe to the following oath:
“I, -- , do solemnly swear, or affirm, as
electors in such State, and may therein take
into view suoh petitions, depositions, and other
papers, if any, as shall by tne constitution and
now-existing law be competent and pertinent
in such consideration, whioh decision shall
*>« mad* in writing, stating briefly the. ground
thereof, and signed by the members of said
commission agreeing therein ; whereupon the
two houses shall again meet, and suoh oecision
shall be read and entered in the journal of each
house, and the counting of the votes shall
proceed in eamformity therewith, unless, upon
Objection made thereto In writing by at least
five Senators and five Members of tire Honse
of Representatives, the two houses shall
separately concur in orderins otherwise, in
whioh case such concurrent order shall govern;
no votes or papers from any other State shall
be acted upon until the objections previously
made to the votes or papas from ouo State
sh&ll have been finally disposed of.
Sec. 3. That while the two Houses shall be
in meeting as provided in this aot no debate
shall be allowed, and no question snail be pnt
by the presiding officer to either Honse except
on a motion to withdraw, and he shall have
power to preserve order.
Sec. 4. That when the two houses separate
to decide upon an objection that may have
been made to the counting of any electoral
vote er votes from any State, or upon objec-
tion to a report of the said commission, or
other qaestion arising under this act, each
Senator and Representative may speak to snob
objection or question ten minutes, and not
oftener than once, but after such debate shall
have lasted two hours it shall be the duty of
each house to put the main question without
further debate.
Sec. 5. That at such joint meeting of the
two houses seats shall be provided as follows :
For the President of the Senate, the Speaker's
chair ; for the Speaker, immediately on his
left ; the Senators in the body of the hall,
upon the right of the presiding officer; for the
Representatives in the body of tbe ball not
provided for tbe Senators; for the tellers,
Secretary of the Senate, and Clerk of the Honse
of Representatives, at the Clerk’s desk; for
other officers of the two houses, in front of
the Clerk’s desk and upon each side of the
Speaker’s platform. Such joint meeting shall
not be dissolved nntil the count of the
electoral votes shall be completed and the re-
sult declared, and no reoees shall be taken
unless a qaestion shall have arisen in regard
to counting any snch votes, or otherwise, un-
der this act, in whioh case it shall be compe-
tent for either house, acting separately, in
the manner hereinbeforo provided, to direct a
recess of such honse not beyond the next day,
Sunday excepted, at the hoar of 10 o’clock it.
the forenoon, and while the question is being
considered by said commission, either house
may proceed with its legislative or other busi-
ness.
Sec. 6. That nothing in this act shall be
held to impair or affect any right now existing
under the oonstitntion and laws to question,
by proceedings in the judicial courts of the
United States, the right or title of the person
wko shall be declared elected, or who shall
claim to be President or Vice President of the
United States, if any such right exists.
Sec. 7. That said commission shall make its
own rales, keep a record of ita proceedings,
and shall have power to employ snob persons
as may be necessary for the transaction of its
business and the execution of its powsrs.
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the case may be, that I will impartially exam-
ine and consider all questions submitted to
the commission of whicn I am a member, and
a true judgment give thereon, agreeable to
the constitution and laws, so help me God,’’
which oath shall be filed with the Secretary of
the Senate. When the oommission shall have
been thus organized, it shall not be in the
power 6f either honse to dissolve the same or
to withdraw any of its members, bat if any
such Senator or member shall die, or become
physically unable to perform the duties re-
quired by this act, the fact of such death or
physical inability shall be by said commission,
before it shall proceed further, communicated
to the Senate or the House of Representatives,
as the case may be, whioh body shall immedi-
ately and without debate proceed by viva voce
vote to till the place so vacated, and the person
so appointed shall take and subscribe to
the oath hereinbefore prescribed, and ahall
become a member of said commission; and in
like manner, if any of tho said Justices of the
Supreme Court shall die or become physically
incapable of performing tbe duties required
by tins act, tbe others of said Justices, mem-
bun of tne said oommission, shall immediately
appointanother Justice of said court a mem-
ber of said oommission, and in such appoint-
ments regard shall be bad to impartiality and
freedom from bias sought by the original ap-
pointments to said commission, who shall
thereupon immediately take and subscribe to
the oath hereinbefore subscribed, and become
a member of said commission to fill the vacancy
so occasioned. All the certificates and papers
purporting to be the certificates of the elect-
oral votes of each State shall be
opened in alphabetical ‘ order of the
States, as provide! in section 1 of this
act, and when there shall be more than one
snob certificate or paper, as tire certificates and
papers from such flutes, they shall be so
opened, and, excepting the duplicates of the
same returning, they shall be reed bv the
styled the “ Board of Supervisors ’’ by the up-
per tiurtv-two (Senate), who look upon the
•• boys ’’ below about tbe same that Seniors in
our college classes do upon tbe Freshmen. A
large portion of the fanner members of the
House have acted in the capacity of Supervisors
in their various counties, one of them havidg,
IS he informs me, served for twelve successive
years in that capacity. These men may net be
quite so pretentious, bat, from whit I see and
bear of them, they are quite as efficient lew-
makers as any of the honorable gentlemen who
pride themselves upon the extent qf their ju-
dicial lore.
A bill has been introdaoed In the Hease and
reported favorably by the committee, lowering
the standard of inspection on kerosene
oils. If the bill passes the State
papers oan again set aside a depart-
ment devoted to kerosene explosions.” Prof.
Kedzie claims that the high-test oil is not only
safer, bat cheaper, and that, unleea adulter-
ated, will give luilv as brilliant a light aa the
more explosive article. He is very much op-
posed to the reduction of the test.
A few davs since, Mr. Moore, of Ut. Clair, intro-
duced a bill to prohibit marriage between per-
sons aa nearly related as first cousins. This
wouldn’t look at all suspioious were it not for
the fact that Mr. Moore, who is a young man,
sUtoe that he knows a particular case where a
lady wishes to marry her cousin, and he
(Moore)*doesn’t want her to.1 Isn’t that a new
way of “cutting out” another fellow, Mr.
Moore?
During his last term of office Gov. Bagley
pardoned forty-two oonviots from the State
prison and sixteen from the House of Cor co-
tton. The reasons for these pardons was made
the snbject of a special message to the Legis-
lature one day this week. The message was
not read, bat merely spread npon the journal
•for future reference.
The Honse proceeds slowly in its work,
only one bill having yet been passed— but this
is better than a nasty legislation— a thing
which we have reason to nope the present
Legislature will not perpetrate to any great
extent
05 a y  tell-
ers, and thereupon the Presldentof the Senate
shall call for objections, if any. Every objec-
tion shall be made in writing and shall state
clearly and concisely and without argument
the ground thereof, and ahall be signed by at
least one Senator and ous member of the
Honse of Representatives before tbe same
shall be received. When all such objections
so made to any certificate, vote, or paper from
a State a ball have been received and read, all
such certificates, votes and papen so ob-
jected to, and all papers accompanying tbe
same, together with such objections, shall
bo forthwith snbmitted to the said com-
mission, whioh shall proceed to oonaider the
same, with the same powers, if any, now pos-
sessed for that pnrpose by the two booses act-
ing separately or together, and by a majority
of votes decide whether any and what votes
from snch States are tbe votes provided for by
the constitution of the United States, snd now
many and what persons were duly appointed
[Letter from Our Regular Correspondent ]
Lansino, Jan. 22, 1877.
The law- makers have now been in session
for over two weeks, and, tbe anseeming ardor
of some of the new and ambitious mem ben
having “cooled down" by an occasional snub,
there is somewhat less of pretentious speech-
making and more of sensible work.
Some sparring has occasionally been incited
by tbe introduction of a reaolution grating
npon the sense of economy and reform which
seems to be possessed in a large degree by
certain members.
The election of United States Senator to
succeed Mr. Ferry was accomplished without
any special excitement, all the Republican
members In attendance voting for Mr. Ferry,
and the Democrats for their nominee, Hon.
C. 8. May. This has been the only qaestion
since the organization was perfected upon
which there has been a strict party vote;
though upon the introduction of a resolution
asking for an investigation of the affaire of
the State Tree pass Agent, the lines were more
closely drawn than on the consideration of any
other public measure.
Thursday there was ordered (In response to
a petition of the Supervisors of - Ionia county)
an investigation in relation to the purchase of
clothing and other supplies for the Asylum for
the Insane, at Kalamazoo. As will be gener-
ally conceded, this institution has been ably
and carefollv managed in most respects, and
there is good reason to hope the investigation
may result in complete exoneration of the
Board of Control, so far as regards the pur-
chase of supplies, although wa all know now
much more difficult is the management of -qnd
lie expenditure! than of mere! ndividuai pur-
chases. 2 have seldom seen s more spt illus-
tration of this than in the purchase of clothing
for the State Prison. The contract for a plain
doarse cassimere was 1st to the lowest
bidder, st 91.00 per yard, and, I venture to
say, an equally good article could have been
procured by private contract at from 60 to 75
cents per yard at tqe highest. In many oases
purchases by the State autboritiee are made at
a disadvantage for lack of competition or
bids, and the authorities having the purchases
in charge being confined to the one system
are obliged to take up with the best bids offered
them.
A bill cresting the office of Commissioner of
Mines and Miniog has passed the Senste. It
asks for an annual appropriation of 91.500 for
the salary of auoh official and to defray in-
cidental expenses in cooneotion with the
office.
The joint oommittee on State University
have alresdv entered upon their labore, and
will proceed to investigate that institution,
with a view to make ita orooked ways straight,
and shed light upon the dark spots whioh have
clouded the history of the laboratory depart-
ment. They will sit daring the sessions of
the Legislators, and are empowered to call
for persons and papers, also to employ a clerk
and a stenographic reporter.
Nnmtroaa are the tnuniolpal corporations
whioh seek to be mended or made over. It is
said that Kalamasoo, which has acquired a
wide reputation aa tbe “Big Village —being
tbe largest village in the United States— is
ambitious for city honors, and will make ap-
plication for articles of incorporation in ac-
cordance with that ambition.
Some of the old “etagere” have oommenoed
their annual programme of speech-making,
and, as each half boor’s speech costs tire State
about 9100, it is reasonable to preeame that
a good deal of this Ugbt wind work is a
very dear kind of “gas.” If tbe staple article
famished to the citizens of Lansing is manu-
factured and charged for on the same plan, we
don’t wonder that they complain of the quality
and price of their lighting material
The Riohings- Bernard Opera Company pre-
sented the “Bohemian Gin " at the Lansing
Opera House, Tuesday evening, to a moderate
audience. The leading parts were well execu-
ted, bat the support wss rather inferior. A
member from the “rural” districts was
present end eaya “if that’s what they cell
opera he prefers to go to the Methodist class
meetings for his singing, as the tunee ere
more familiar, and he can appreciate the eab-
jects far better.”
The House of Representatives has been
Legislative Proceedings.
Tuesday, Jan. 16.— Senate.— Nothing of im-
portance was done. Borne minor bllla were passed
and others Introduced, rbe Democratic Senators
had a caucus and nominated Hon. William Adair,
of Detroit, for Preeldent pro tern.
House.- A number of bills were Introduced, but
no business of s general character waa transacted.
A resolution was passed in tbe morning appointing
a committee of fire to look into the case of D.
J. Evans, trespass agent. After dinner the reso-
lution was reconsidered and laid on the table.
Senatohlll Election.— The election for Uni-
ted States Senator came off in the afternoon. The
vote stood : In the Senate, Thomas W. Ferry, 33 ;
Charles 8. May, 9. In the House, Ferry, 71;
May, 33.
Wednesday, Jan. 17.— Senate.— The Senate
passed the concurrent resolution of the House au
thorizing and directing the Committee on Uul-
veraity of both Senate and House to proceed to a
thorough and exhaustive investigation of an admit-
ted defalcation of the funda of the State Univer-
sity, and of all matters connected therewith....
Senate bill No. 8, entitled a bill to amend section 1
of act No. 83 of the session laws of 1873, entitled
" An act to provide for the Incorporation of mutual
fire Insurance companies, and defining their powers
and duties,” and to repeal chapter 97 of the com-
piled laws of 1871, and alao aot No. 94 of the
laws of 1871, was read a third time and passed.
On motion of Mr. Shoemaker, the vote wae
reconsidered, and the bill was recommit-
ted to the Committee on Insurance....
Senate bill No. 9, being a bill to facilitate the or-
ganization of co-operative and mutual benefit aaso-
oiations within this State, was resd a third time and
passed, and ordered to take immediate effect....
Senate bill No. 0, entitled “ A bill to facilitate the
collection of promissory notes, bills of exchange,
snd other negotiable Instruments,” was read a third
time and passed.
House.— Nothing important except tho resolu-
tion to investigate D. J. Evans, which was taken
up, and, after a debate, was postponed.
Joint Session.— At noon the two houses met in
joint convention for the election of United Ststes
Senator, the Republlcrns voting solid for Mr. Fer-
ry, the Democrats solid for Judge May.
Thubhday, Jan. 18.— Senate.— The Senate
passed three bills during the day— for the publica-
tion in pamphlet form of the poor laws, regulating
conveyance and canceling of mortgages, and defin-
ing the powers of officers selling real estate under
decree of the court of equity.
House.— During the morning this body got into
discussion, while In committee of the whole,
about married women and children.... In tbe af-
ternoon session the resolution to Investigate the
trespass Agent was discussed and, paased.... The
speaker also laid before tho House a letter from
said agent, courting and demanding a oommittee
of investigation.
Fbiday, Jan. 19.— Senate.— The Benate held
a brief session, and transacted little business .....
A bill wss introduced allowing Kalamazoo College
to own stock to the amount of $1,000,000, instead
of $160,000.... A number of resolutions were nnder
consideration, bnt not finally disposed of. Ad-
journed till Monday.
House.— Meisrs. Martin, fowling, Harrington,
Stephenson, and J. C. Sawyer were appointed a
oommittee to investigate tbe alleged charges against
Trespass Agent Judge D. O. Evans... . The Honse
passed a bill to amend section 38 of chapter 173 of
tbe compiled laws of 1871, being compiler's section
4,833, relative to guardians and wards, aa follows :
Section 1. The people of the State of Mich-
igan enact that the marriage of any fe-
male wno Is nnder gnardlsnsalp aa a minor
shall terminate such guardianship aa to
the guardian’s custody of the person of bis ward,
but such gu trdian shall continue the management
of all the estate of hia ward no til she ahall arrive
at the age of 31 years, unless he shall be sooner
discharged by tbe Judge of Probate; and tbe
guardian of any minor, spendthrift, insane, or any
other person may be discharged by the Judge of
Probate when it shall appear to him, on application
of the ward or otherwise, that auch guardianship is
do longer necessary. To take immediate effect.
Satubday, Jan. 20.— Senati.— Not In bm-
slon.
House.— The K weaker pro tern, waa again in the
chair. Some twenty-four member* were absent
with leave. The mssIoswm exceedingly brief....
Mr. Baker (Democrat), of Detroit, Introduced a
concurrent resolution asking Senators and mem-
ben In Congress from Michigan to favor tbe bill
reported by the joint committee in Congress in re-
gard to the electoral count.
Monday, Jan. 22. -Senate. —The session
of the Benate waa very brief.... The reeolutlon in
favor of the electoral count compromise was taken
np and referred to the Committee on Federal Re-
lations.
Hoos*.— The House was called to order by the
Speaker pro tern. No qsonun present. There
were absent a number without leave. The Ser-
geant-at-Aras was dispatched after the absentees,
who brought before the bar (of the Honse Mesara.
Sackeydor, fihertz, Brown, Miller and Seed, who
rendered their excuse for being absent snd took
their seats .... A motion prevailed to expunge from
the Journal all proceedings nnder the call except
that the Sergeant-at- Arms ahall report all absentees.
... A number of bills were acted upon la oommittee of
the whole.... Bllle were presented to promote the
eaity completion of a railroad from the city of Al-
pena aoutnwesterly to some point Intercrossing the
Jackson, Lansing and Saginaw railroad; also to
promote tbe early construction of a railroad
through the Menomonee over the range.... Mr.
Fletcher Introduced a joint resolution relative to
fisheries In waters within the jurisdiction in parts cf
different States and tbe British provinces, as
followa : Whereas, under the existing
provisions of law and treaty there
l* no adequate means of nreventing or pnn-
Uhinff the wrongful destruction of flab In the waters
partly within the Jurisdiction of the Mrerel States
and the British provinces of North America, by
reason of which great injury is done to an Impor-
tant branch of Industry, commerce snd food sup-
ply of the United Ststes ; therefore, be it Resolved,
By the Senste and House of Representatives, that





Finances ot the SUtes-Ezecntive Recom-
mendations, Etc.
The aspect of State Government, judging
from the tenor of Governors’ meesagee— some
two dozen of whioh are before os— is exceed-
ingly bright. The Western States have al-
most universally paid up their State debt*', or
made them permanent and called them school
funds.
Indiana —Indiana has no debt worth speak-
ing of, and gets along with a revenue for State
purposes of about 91i 250,000. The common-
wealth needs a new Bute House.
Michigan,— The State Government of Michi-
gan is run for al out 92,0(^000 a year. The
taxable property is returned at 9680,000,000.
Gov. Bagley ie anxious that the 95,000,000 ex-
o ntvonn u uc reBeuiauvcs i u u
requested to use all proper efforts, to bi
preserving and protecting inch fisheries,
interetts of citiz na of the United 
capitol building
in course of erection.
Minnesota.— Qov. Pillebory, of Minnesota,
reports that 1,850,000 forest trees were plant-
ed In that State on the last “ arbor day,” and
from seven to ten million tr is during the
year, and expresses regret that a change of
management in the St. Paul and Pacific rail-
road has suspended tbe tree-planting on that
road. He warns the agricultural interest of
the Bute to diversify their industry, and not
place so much dependence on wheat. He also
appeals to the Legislature to pay the dishonored
raiiroid bonds of the State.
A rkansas. —Gov. Garland reports the debt
ot Arkansas at 917,620,802. He recommends
tlie inauguration of an immigration Imreau,
the aiding of tbe pnblio schools and the adop-
tion of a system of railroad taxation.
West Virginia,— Qoy. Jacobs makes some
excellent suggestions for farther economy in
conducting the affaire ot the State. The re-
ceipts from ail sources, including balances on
hand, for the fiscal year ending Sept. 80, 1876,
were 9890,454.18, against 9829,791.58 for the
year ending Sept. 30, 1875, an increase of 960,-
682.55. Disbursements for the former period
were 9682.891.48. against 9576.151.97 for the
latter, an increase of 9106,719 51. Balance on
hand Oct. 1, 1874, 9282,865.12; same date
1876, 9207,562.65.
Rhode Island.— The finances of “Little
Rhody,” according to the message of Gov.
Lippett, are in a healthy condition. The esti-
mated receipts during the fiscal year are
9555,000; payment-*, 9350.000; estimated bal-
ance on April 1, 9301,877; amount actually in
the treasury Jan. 7, 1877, 9296,442.83. Tho
bonded debt of the State amounts to 92,-
182,754.10
Wisconsin. — Gov. Ludington’s message
shows the entire treasuiy receipts for the fiscal
year ending September, 1876, 91|976.074; dis-
bursements during the same period, 91,660,-
207; balance, 9315,866 against last year's bal-
ance of 9278,000. Of the trust funds there is
in the school fund, 92 620,798; nuivenity
fund, 9222.735; normal school, 9963,917; agri-
cultnral, 9238.479; total SUtedebt, 92,252,057.
Mississippi —Gov. Powers, in his message,
congratulates tbe Legislature and people upon
the flattering financial condition of the State.
The total indebtednoes of the State, proper, is
91.100,605 22.
Kansas.— Qoy. Anthony refers to the rapid
rapid growth and development ot the State.
Nearly 15,000,000 bushels of wheat and over
20.000.000 bushels of corn were produced last
year. There are 3,900 school-houses in the
Stale, built at a coat of 92,500,000, and a per-
manent school fund of 9230,060.
Tennessee— Qoy. Porter recommends a com-
promise of the State debt, and the appoint-
ment of a oommittee to meet the creditors of
tho State in New York city, with a view to ar-
arranging a basis of compromise. The way is
thus clearly open to an honorable adjustment,
when overtures of this kind come from tbe
creditors themselves, without the State being
subjected to tbe imputation of looking to e
final repudiation of her obligations.
Massachusetts.— Qoy. Rice says the net re-
duction of the State debt during tbe year Las
been 9336,000, and that unlees tbe debt is in-
creased by special legislative grants, a State
tax of 91,400.000 will be sufficient to meet all
expenses. He advises that extraordinary ex-
penses be delayed on acoount of the large
failing off in real and personal property.
Maine.— Qoy. Connor, of Maine, says in his
message that the State debt amounts to 95,-
129, 107, after deducting the sinking fund of
9791,293.81 ; the substitution of imprisonment
for life for the death penalty has not been
followed by any increase of crime ; the deposits
in the sixty savings banks of tbe State amounted
on tbe 6th of November leat to 927,818.764.70 ;
four savings banks have become insolvent in
tbe last year and three have auspended.
Pennsylvania — Qoy. Hartranft recommends
a law for regulating savings banks, and prevent-
ing them from becoming banks of discount. The
public debt of tbe State is now 913.921,039.77.
[Tie Governor speaks approvingly of the
schools and of industrial art. He advisee the
better organization of a State system for the
euppression of lawlessness, sod an examina-
tion of tbe laws relating to tbe safety of thea-
ters snd public buildings.
Ohio.— From Gov. Hayes’ summary of the
financial condition of Ohio it appears that while
the indebtedness of the State has been reduced
by nearly 91,500,000 daring the past year, the
iudebtednese of the cities and incorporated
villages has been increased by more than
910.000.000. Gov. Hayes thinks that tbe adop-
tion of what may be called the cash system in
looal affaire will be followed by reduced debte
sod wholesome reforms. The two most im-
oortant recommendations contained in the
meesege relate to the elective franchise. It is
suggested 'that amendments to the election
laws of the State be adopted providing for the
registration of all voters, and that tbs consti-
tution be so amended that in Presidential years
the State and national elections will be held
upon the aame day.
Illinois.— from Got. Beveridge's meeeage
we gather the following details of the con-
dition of tbe Mate debt of Illinois : Bonded
debt, Deo. 1, 1874. 91.730,972 ; paid up to De-
cember, 1876, 9250,871 ; unpaid, 9L480.601.
Of this debt, 935,000 is payable after 1876,
9U63. 164 after 1877, and the remainder after
1879 ; 922,000 are due on bonds due but not
presented. There has been no tax levied for
several yean to pay either interest or princi-
pal the money for that purpose being ob-
tained from the Illinois Central railroad fund.
The State ie thus practically free ef debt, as
it has been for some years. The Governor es-
timates that the revenae for Bute purposes
for 1877 snd 1878 will be 91,600.000 etch year.
This does not include the 91,000,000 annually
levied for school purposes.
New York.— In his farewell meeeage, Gov.
Tilden, referring to the aims of hie administra-
tion, said : “ Tbe standard of official conduct
baa boon elevated, and with it the Ideas, mo-
tives, snd influences which snmraud official
life as with an atmosphere. Tbe puolic sus-
picion of Legislative venality is disappearing,
and the lobbies are disbanded. Tbe obief ex-
ecutive and administrative treats of the State
have been committed to gentlemen who are
eminent not only for personal probity, bat for
capacity and liigh ideals of official doty. A
genuine reform in civil service has ihua been
realized.”
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, January 27, 1S77.
BULOX LASS EA&BOB.
(Continued.)
HISTORY OP THR WORK.
Lieut. Mackenzie, in hU report, Novem-
ber, 1866, says:
"Black Lake is situated on the east shore
of Lake Michigan, about 22 miles south of
Grand Haven. The direction of the lake
is nearly east and west; it is between 5V£
.and six miles in length, and varies in
width from 800 feet t^l Hide, with a deep
channel from its mouth to the settlement
of Holland at its head.”
By comparing maps prepared in 1849,
in 1856, Lieutenant Mackenzie 1'ouud sever-
al important changes, viz:
"The old channel which left Black Lake
at its northwestern corner, and thence run
in a northwesterly uireclion to Lake Mich-
igan, through high sand hills, has been en-
tirely closed, and there remains no truce
of the point at which it formerly left the
lake. Sand hills of considerable height
cross its course, and it is only by means
of pools of water which still remain that
it can be traced. This change was effected
by the harbor commissioners of Holland,
who cut a drain at the north line propot ed
by Colonel Graham, and caused the lake
to wash out a channel. This it accom-
plished in a short lime, and a sufficient
depth of water for large vessels was ob-
tained, but all the sand was deposited out-
side and a bar formed, which still remains.
As the current diminished in velocity the
channel commenced to dll, and the depth
of water was reduced to feel.”
Tids, then, might be taken as the orig-
inal depth of water at the entrance prior
to the undertaking of work of improve-
ments.
At that time brush-piers confined the
banks of the channel, and at the outer ex-
tremities cribs (of numerous shapes and
sizes) were sunk, the foundation for cribs
consisting of brush "sink-pieces.”
The plan proposed for the improvement
of the harbor was to let these piers remain,
but at the same lime to make' them per-
manent by a protection of sheath-piles, to
extend from the L ike Michigan cximnity,
the north pier about 250 feet, and the south
pier 275 feet, which would bring the pier-
tween the piers, with a depth at enirauee
of 12 feel.
Then, In August, 1871, a detailed survey
was made. From the sketch it is shown:
1st. That a bar extending from end of
north pier and In a direction southwest,
blocking up the direct entrance to the
harbor, had formed, with from 8^ to 9}*
feet of water upon it. The entrance to
the harbor, was from the south, and in a
little over 10 feet of water, with an ample
channel-way between piers of not less than
8 feet. Beyond the bar, 320 teet, the 15-
foot-water line was met, with 11 feet of
water between.
2nd. The shore-lines appear to have re-
mained stationary all along.
By refen ing to soundings taken May 15
and 16, 1872, 1 find that the 15 foot curve
was out 400 feet from ends of piers, and
from this curve inward gradual approaches
appear until theentrunce is reached, which
has a depth of water less than 7 feet, with
a six-foot channel (very intricate) through-
out from lake to lake. It is evident that
at that time a vessel drawing more than
feet would have great difficulty in nav-
igating the channel, since it would seem
that 5^ feet was the real available water-
way.
In the spring of 1873, it was found that
but 6*^ feet water could be carried in
channel. No dredge being available, the
steam-tug Tempest was engaged to remove
the sand with her wheel. 8ix».een thou-
sand eight hundred aid sixty six cubic
yards was removed in this manner, leav-
ing the channel with very level bottom for
the whole space between piers, and allow-
ing vessels to enter in 10^ feet cf water.
In October, 1873, some few cords of
shingle cuttings were procured and placed
very carefully among the slabs heretofore
used in the revetment to keep the sand
from working through and under the
courser filling, as it was thought that much
of the accumulation of sand in the chan-
nel would he stopped if the filling of these
revetments could be made sufficiently
close to prevent the sand drifting through;
and it is found, in a measure, that these
cuttings have served the purpose intended.
From a survey made in June, 1874, it ap-
pears that this harbor was in a condition
belter tlian ever before (excepting spring
of 1870) in all regards. And this survey
developed a channel of not less than
feel of water between piers, with from 10
to 14 feet deptli at entrance, and up-
ends in 12 feet of water; and then from
entrance to Black Lake the channel to be I Pro,,c*,es in directions of at least 10
close-piled (or 1,125 Icet on nunh side qq(I *""x **y- Tl.e 15 foot curve was
found 180 feet off north pier end and
special Notices.
Holland Soldiers’ Onion.
The Third Annual meeting of the
“Holland Soldier*’ Union” will be held on
Monday evening, February 12, 1877, at 7
o'clock, sharp, at the rooms of Engine
Company, No. 1, at which time and place
it is earnestly requested that all the mem-
bers shall attend, in order to so amend the
present organization, as to better insure
and promote Its object ami purpose.
Holland, January 20, 1#77.
J. O. BARKER, President.
G. Van Schelvkn, txc'y.
Without a Parallel.
We believe that the wonderful results
accomplished by the use of “UMIo/i'm Con-
snmpti/.n Cure" are without a parallel in
the history of Medicine. Those who dis-
believe this and have occasion to try it,
can he convinced without expense to them-
selves. Its success is so wonderful and
sure that we sell it on a guarantee to cure
Consumption, Bn.nchilis, Coughs, Hoarse-
ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup.
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
fail to try it, it may save your life, while
it will cost you nothing if It gives you no
relief. Cali at the Drug Store of J. O.
Docsburg, No. 70, 8lh street and Win. Van
Pultcu, River street, Holland, Mich., and
get a trial bottle 10 cents or a regular size
for 50 cl s. oi $1, sold elsewhere by dealers
generally.
"Hackmrtack” a new and delightful
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
AUCTIONS ALE
OK THE CELEBRATED CINCINNATI TOP
BUGGIES MANUFACTURED BY EMERSON,
FISHER A CO.
Knowing the demands of the public re-
quire a plain double buggy at low prices I
w ill sell a sample car load at auction in
Holland, Wednesday, January 81, merely
to introduce the work. AUcr a number
have been sold and their merits fully
known, I expect to receive orders from a
responsible dealer who will require a lair
profit above what you can buv one buggy
for at this sale. Farmers and others who
may be in need of a buggy will never have
a better opportunity to buy direct from a
wholesale manufactory at traders prices.
Wheels springs and axles warranted for
oue year. Terms notes taken with imer-
est with approved security, discount for
cash at the rule of ten p«-r cent per annum.
A. J. CKEIGH, Agent.
ilnv AdvMisrmrnts.
425 feel on the south side, aud channel- way
dredged (175 feet wide) to a depth of 13
feet .
In connection with this plan it was
stated :
"The current striked the shore of Black
Lake south of the cut, and follows the
hank till it reaches the outlet, carrying
the sand with it and making a deposit in
tire channel. Alter passing the end of the
brush-piers the current strikes the sand-
bunk opposite and has made a deep cut;
ail the sand thus let loose is deposited in
the channel. When the connection be-
tween Black Lake and Luke Michigan U
made perfect, this will be one of the best
harbors on the lake, and will afford an an-
chorage for any number of vessels, and for
vessels of any size.”
The plan as above mentioned was adopt-
ed, and the estimate rendered was f 106,-
238.04. Work commenced August 6. 1867.
From a sketch of a survey made Novem-
ber, 1868, the benefit of this improvement
(extension of piers, xeith dredging) is shown,
viz:
A water-way in channel between piers
from lake to lake of not less than 7 feet;
and this water-way held good for a dis-
tance 100 feet out from entrance, at a place
where a bar of 200 feel in width extended
across the harbor's mouth with from 9.3 to
12 feet water upon it.
From survey of August, 23, 1869, it is
found that at that time the pier ends rested
in a little over 10 feel of water, with full
8 feel of water across the entrance between
piers; the channel between the piers from
entrance to Black LaM averaging 9}£ feet
in deptli throughout Ffhm entrance out
into Lake Michigan 200 feet, the 10 foot
curve was found, and about 300 feet far-
ther beyond the 15 foot curve, with an In-
creasing depth still farther out into the
lake.
The next survey, June 28, 1870, with no
further extensions, hut with repairs, &c.,
in progress, shows that the depth across
entrance was not less than 10 feet, with a
channel-way between piers of at least 8
feet of water. From entrance out 475 feet
the 15 foot curve was reached, with a
water-way of not less than 12 feet. No
outer bar Appeared, for the water of the
lake gradutSy deepened outward from the
13 foot line. (RefurriDg to report of 1874,
it will be seen that this excellent condition
of this harbor was owing to the "forma*
lion of a barrier of grounded ice across
the mouth of the harbor in the month of
January, 1870, which barrier suddenly
giving way, allowed the heavy accumula-
tion of water in Black Lake to pass into
Lake Michigan in one night, scouring the
•and from the channel so as to leave the
depth of water os above staled.)
In May (29th,) 1871, soundings were
taken, from which U is learned that a
channel of 8 feet of water was found be-
about 215 feet off south pier-eud, but be-
yond this curve, 300 feel I art her out, the
same water line is reached (15 feel) with
available water between the two curves of
not less than 11 feet. This 800 feet be-
tween the two curves might lie considered
as an "outer bar,” since the deep water of
the lake was found just beyond the last
curve, and in every direction.
Under the nature of the work of im-
provement, its extremely slow and irregu-
lar progress, consequent upon the limited
appropriations, entailing an expense of
aboi^t one-lourth of each appropriation for
repairs alone, the aeutual improvements
have failed to show any benefit as they
progressed. tAnd as in the case of nil
these lake-harbors, it has been found by
actual experience, that after revetting the
banks of the stream (or river) so as to con-
fine its channel to a certain width, a rea-
sonoblc depth, and in a suitable direction
to maintain a free discharge of the river’s
water at all times, and to keep scoured out
a channel which will require the least
amount of dredging, that piers or jetties
should be extended out into the lake to a
depth of water beyond which the waves
will hot disturb the bottom; or in other
words, each pier-head should rest in a
depth of water so great that the principal
storms affecting each entrance would not
cause bars to form either beyoud or at the
immediate entrance.
As regards Black Lake Harbor I would
set forth:—
1st. The current outward is very slug-
gish, in fact it often sets in fiom Lake
Michigan upon Black Lake, while much
sand blows over the piers into the channel.
This sand must remain until removed by a
dredge.
2nd. The piers run in a direction very
nearly east and west, so that both north-
. $30,000
'TV) Loan on good Improved farm* in cum* of
A $3U> and upwards. Time lo unit borrower,
FREEMAN LATHRoP.
In*. A Loan agent, KNl Monioe, St..






U!*ai;e of hr. Goulard'* CtlebraUU in fallible Fit
Powder*. To convince enfferern that thene p..\v-
dcr* will do all we claim for them, we will send
them by mail, postpaid, a free trial box. As Dr,
Goulard la the only phyMctn that ha* ever made
S
First Ward Grocery House.
New lim! New Goods! Kew Prices!
At the Store formerly occupied by
Slooter&Higgins, Cor. 8th APish St.
ugar, Tea, Coffee, Syrup, Tobacco, Etc.
At prices that will astonish the best buyers in Holland City.
No tricks or bates—Honest weights and meas-
ures to all. __
We buy goods and produce for cash and- with a small profit
added we offer the same for
C-A-SH OUNTX-iY.
Our stock consists of a greater variety and better quality
than has heretofore been sold in this city. Wo have aimed,
in making our selections, to get
ONLY PURE GOODS.
,“^!^^Sa5SSH££5e*'
keep moally Impure eiMKla. We think the citizen* demand better' go al* aud
are in for REFORM —and a* we are the tlrut to make the Kart, wo: hope
to be encouraged with a portion of y«»Ur patronage.
The Goods are all NEWMD PUEE.
Wo think we can convinco all that we ..re rolling PURE GOODS at the same price that are helnc
KwooVSe patronJgeB) ̂  Ct ul'emiou ‘° buBini',‘B *l'd «(,od management we hJJ* to gain a liberal
 Wm. COLEMAN S. CO.,
EIGHTH STREET CORNER 0E FISH STR.
IN SLOOTERS’ BRICK STORE.
of new ouc8RANK SL0'JT£R remaias wia* wlHhlng to eee all of hiaold cuKomcrs and a host of
° ”'7 WM. COLEMAN & CO.
J. W. Bosnian,
Merchant Tailor,






One door Weal of VAN I.ANDEGEND & MELIS
and now offer* a full line of good* and <it *uch rea-
sonahlf price*, th«t it will he to the advantage of
every one to come and Inquire. We have atm-lo
fncllltie* In our new quarter* to make up clothing
at ehort notice.
^ — >
ALL mD5 OF mjliHl Mi






________________ . - ------------------ -- ----- Give us a call and see our
thl* di*ea*c a special *tudy, and as to our kno > I- 1 p >
edge thoitfauda have been permanently cured by ' \JOOuS,
the u-e of there Powder*, we will guarantee n per-
manent cure in every case, or refund yon all money
expendec. All sufferers should give these Powder*
an early trial, and be convinced of their cnratlvc
power*.
Price, for large box. $1.00. or 4 boxe* for $10 (XI,
*ent by mall to any part of United State* or Cana-
da on receipt of price, or by express C. O. D. Ad-
di ess,
ASH & ROBBINS,
860 Fulton Stbkkt. Brooklyn, N. Y.
CONSUMPTION
POSITIVELY CURED.
All sufferers from this disease that are anxlon*
to be cured should try [)r. Kiuner't celebrated Con-
rump/ire Povtdm. These Powders are the only
preparation known that will cure Consumption
and all diseases of the Throat and Lnngs— I deed,
*o strong Is onr faith In them, and also to convince
yon that they are no humhng, we will forward 'o
every sufferer, by mail, post paid, a free Trial B<>x.
We don’t want your money until yon are perfect-
ly satisfied of their enra Ive powers. It vour Itfe
is worth saving, don’t delay tn giving these Pow-
ders a trial, an they will surely cure you.
Price, for a laige box. tl, sent to any part of the
United Ktats* or Canada by mail on receipt of
price. Address,
ASH & ROBBINS.
860 Fulton Stbbkt. Brooklyn. N. Y.
J. W. BOSMAN.
Holland, Dec. 2, 1876. 42-ly
BOOKBINDING!
The undersigned wishes to Inform his old friends
and resident* of Holland and vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, ho ha* made arrange-
ments with Mr. tV. Vorst. at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, all job work for binding can
be left . I have purchased a new and complete line









































































The opportunity for Great




HOUSE, STORE and LOT
-O-^'
Do not miss your opportun-
ity for Furs, call on
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Mortgage Sale.
rvEFAULT having been made In the conditions
1/ of a certain Indenture of Mortgage, bearing
date the 18th day of December. A. !)., 1878. made
aud executed hy Henry NMielt and Emma Kainelt
of the City of Holland. County of Ottawa xml
State of vtichigan, parties of the first part, and
William Kattc. of the same place, party of the
seeond part, and recorded In t'-e ofllic of’ the Reg
is er of Deed* In and for the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan on the iBthdayof December. A.
1).. 1878, at 1 o’clock p. m., of said day, In Liber
“Y’’ of Mortgages, on page 48i, which" said Mort
gage, was on the 4tii day of October. A. D., 1478,
du'y assigned hy William Katie to Charles Storing,
of Holland City, Ottawa Ccnnty. Michigan, and
said assignment was recorded In the office of the
Register of Deeds. In and for the County of Ot-
w«t,rly and .outh westerly wind. ̂ is. ,
lanrelv to bar un the outlet. | in Liber ‘‘4 of Mortgages, on page 281 And
; whereas there is now due and nnpaid at this date,
on said Mortgage the sum of $186.45 for principal
and Interest, and whereas the said mortage con-
tains a condition that when any proceedings shall
betaken to foreclose said mortgage by virtue «.f
the power of aalot heroin conUtlnod. the snm of
largely to bar p tbe outlet.
Therefore, to remedy Hie evil at this har-
bor it was recommended in 1873, Hint both
piers be extended 800 feel during the next
year, which would leave the mouth of the
channel In 15 feet of water. The work
of tUU extension is now under way.
Finally, if thU extension of piers into
15 feet water could he done in one season,
no doubt it would suffice to leave the har-
bor in a satinfuctory state for some years
$15 *s solicitors or ottorneya fee shall be paid bv
the party of the first part to the party of the
second part, and all the legs1 coats and charges of
such foreclosure and sale In case any proceedings
shall be taken to foreclose the same, and no suit at
law or In chancery having been instrntcd to recover
said debt or any part i hereof; How therfore. notice
Is hereby given that by virtneof the power of sale
contained in said mortgage and or the statute iu
such case made and provided the sold mortgage
will ha foreclosed by a sale of the mongaged prera-
to come. ISutM .ppropri.tto.ro m.w
given, l am of the opinion that the safe hiterest. said attorney and COKS and expensr*
method would bo to recommend extension 'n"b,K
of piers to the 30 foot curve, (., now.) X IfiL’U,:
which probably will bo the 15 foot curve the^Conrt Jlomw, Jn the city of Grand Haven In
when the piers reach it.
HATS aud CAPS cheaper than at whole-
cal uff
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Groceries of the best qual-
ity and very cheap at
E.J. HARRINGTON.
OlfiMwn re, Crockery, uneurjyass-
ed ut the Cheap Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Butter and Eggs bought and





Onk of the elephants in the Central
Park menaeerie, in New York, after suf-
fering excruciating agony for several days
from an ache in one of hia tusks, finally
wrapped ids trunk around it and pulled it
out. Since then he.haa been very ugly.
said county, that being the place for holding the
Clrcnlt Court for said conmr. "he said mortgaged
premises to be sold are described as follows vix*
all that certain piece or parcel of land, situate tii
the City of Holland, in the County of Ottawa and
Bute of Michigan, t*>-wlt: the east half of lot
numbered four (4) In block numbered twonlj nine
(29) according to the plat of said city, of record us
of the Village of Holland in D e Registers Office of
Ottawa County, State of Michigan.
Dated: Hollshd, Mich., December 28 A. D. 1876
CHARLES STORING, Artqne* of Mrtgagt
Howard & McBride, Atrpt. for Anignte,
Extern Sail. Lime, Lttih and Shingles
and other Rrticlestoo numerous to mention,
at the store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
If you need a new Suit of
Clothes for yourself or boys
go to
E. J. HARRINGTON.
BM™ Mat B0°T8' 8R0ES 0R RUB\
I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, belngon the South •
East corner of Ninth and Marknt Streets. City of
Holland. Tbe buildings are all new. It is * des
Irahle location for any kind of bulslness. Termseasy. D. TE ROLLER.
HOLLAN7, Mich.. March 8, 1875 . 3-tf
Boots and Shoes.
A new stock of Goods has Jnst been opened, and
we can state to the Public that It has boon
bought expressly for this season of the year.
It is of the Latest Styles of
LADTF.8, GENTS,Youths, Misses
AND CIIILDHEN'S WE AH.
Onr Intention Is to offer these goods at low
price, and wo request the trading public to call and
examine.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
and
REPmiM DONE ON SEOEI NOTICE
Cash Paid for Hides
L. 8PRIETSMA <fc SON
Holland, February 26, 1874.__ -Ucl-ly
NOTICE!
I the undersigned having become sole proprietor
of the furniture honse, formerly under the firm
name of
J. M. Reidsema & Son.







Feathers & Feather Beds,
— at —
greatly reduced prices.
All the goods ore marked down, and I hereby Ml
icit the good will and patronage of the pnbllc.
SIMON RIEjSEMA.
E. J. BARRINGTON. 1 Holland, Mich., 6r\. 18. 1876.
_ ^ _ ___ ____ _ — ... ____ _ ' __ _  -
jotting
Tin? Odd Fellows installed their uew
officers on Tuesday lust.
Alderman Hreyinan is buck from Haiti ; ^rfK Pen0^ ^uc^8on county,
n,ur(. * i Indiana, have been kiVed by the cold.
Sknator Jtdin A. Ijojjan has withdrawn J ^Vr understand that a pelilion is in dr*
from the Illinois Sinutorial contest. ! dilation to ask for the pardon of Andrew
--------- ---- ' Morriscy.
It is the thing in Boston to have your
little daughters take lessons on the violin.
A i.l the schools in the village of Neosho,
Wis., have closed on account of the scar-
let fever.
Ip our town boys don’t stop jumping on
sleighs, our doctors wid yet reap a harvest
in splicing broken legs and arms.
The Cutler & Savldge Lumber Co.; and
Monroe, Boyce & Co., of Grand Haven,
Mich., are repairing their mill for next
season’s work.
--- .«•». ---
Thk regular mom lily meeting of the
Holland City Temperance Society will not
he held at the appointed time on account
of interference with the religious meetings.
Messrs. J. 8. Burns and David Bcrtseh
have been to Grand Rapids this week ns
representatives of Unity Lodge to the An-
nual Session of the Grand Lodge of Free
Masons.
The conference hill passed the Senate
early on Thursday morning after an all-
night session and stormy debates.
The interest manifested in the prayer
meetings, of which we made mention in
our issue of last week, is unabated.
The grave of Gen. Lee i» kepi constant-
ly adorned with flowers.
Our late townsman mid trader J. J.
Fifield is said to have located at Denver,
Colorado.
The fact has been established that fully
3.000 illegal votes were cast in San Fran-
cisco at the presidential election.
--- ------
Many sheep are dying in San Diego
county. California, for want o! feed. One
farmer is said lo have lost 2,000 within
two weeks. »
Walsh's Cough Candy.
It is estimated that the snow along the
Vi line of the New York Central has furnish-
Our la*eat dispatches report the elect ion\cc| temporary employment to no fewer
of Judge David Davis to the U. S. Senate, jthan 8,000 people
'J
in the place of John A. Logan, on the 25U
in st.
The New Jersey Legislature elected
John R. MncPherson U. S. Senator to suc-
ceed Frederick T. Frelinghuyscn the pres-
ent Senator, by one vote.
List of letters remaining in the Office at
Holland, Mich., Jan. 25. 1877: James R.
Gregory, Louis Mosher, Mrs. Lillie Stokes.
Wm. Verbkbk, P. M.
Now, if any body wants to borrow money,
on good security, they can he accommo-
Os Tuesday Di^Mast the C.miman ''V ''PPl.vin- F- I''"hroP ln"n
Council adopted a resolution looking to
ward the rectification of ward lines. The
present divLion of the population being
v. ry unequal.
------
We hear a good many complaints about
rough roads. The roads have become
worn to such an extent that fast driving is
dangerous. A good lhaw would soon fiill
up the holes and level up the roads.
---- ---
The young folks from the neighborhood
of Ebenezer Church came on an excursion
on Tuesday last consisting of five sleighs
Cull, and after looking around town for
a while, went home by way of Graafschap.
A farmer, by the name of Strabhing,
had an accident about two and one half
miles south from here, while coming to
town with a load of hay, the slciglt pitch-
ing very suddenly in a hole* capsizing the
load, himself falling off in the opposite di-
rection and sustaining severe injuries.
The Common Council rather surprised
s last week by having a session on Friday
night just after striking off our edition,
and made us (innocently) say that there had
been no session during the week. That
same night they appoinned Peter Koning
ns City Marshal, and G. Van Schelveu as
City Attorney.
Says the Calaveras (Cal.) GWtzm. “The
agent, at Grand Rapids, Mich.— See Ms
advertisement
— - -«»». -------
On our first page w ill he found the first
of a series of articles promised from the
pen of our friend, Lieut. C. Gardner, U.
S. A., now stationed at Camp Supply, In-
dian Territory.
A resolution has been adopted by the
Common Council to stop ringing the hell
after March 1st. Now the next thing will
be, or ought to be, lo purchase a dock
that will ring itself.
G. J. Te Vaurwerk, our enterprising
crockery merchant, is out with handbills
this week announcing that he is ready to
sell crockery below auction prices. Oo
and see his stock before buying crockery
elsewhere, and convince yourself.
Stavkbolts a^e still coming in town
and are received all along the river at the
different docks, and also brought in by rail.
The log business is still in progress, al-
though somewhat declining. It is esti
mated that there has been more stuff mar-
keted within the past six weeks than dur-
ing the entire winter of last year.
In a short time Mr. Holly, the well-
known mechanical engineer, will attempt
to heat the entire city of Lockport, IS.
Y., by steam. The city Is divided into
farmers of this county as well ns sto?k j districts, and each district is to have its
raisers are considerably exercised over separate boiler. Mains from each boiler
the con lined drouth. The early-sowed : are run to the different houses, and all the
grain is either dead or dying in many in- ' occupant has to do is to turn a faucet and
stances and in places the grass has diicd obtain all the heat he w ants,
np. Without rain soon we may expect 1
considerable loss to farmers and stock-
raisers.”
Report has it that a rock weighing
about twenty five hundred pounds, while
as marble, fell within a short distance of
the residence of Jonathan Mattey, near
Queen City, Schuyler county. Mo., as
the meteor passed over on the 21st ult.
There is also another report that a portion
of it fell near Union school-house, in the
same county. This piece it is said weighs
about two tons, and was warm when
found.
--- -«•* ----
The way boys are trying to climb on
passing sleighs is a nuisance to the team-
sters, and very dangerous for themselves.
We saw this illustrated the other day, wheu
a little fellow who did not protrude a great
ways out of his boots attempted to get on
a sleigh between the two bobs— be fell
and the hindmost bob passed over him,
which made him limp and yell— but ns it
appeared to us, mlra^ilously, no bones
were broken.
Building prospects, aside from what
may he contemplated in this city, seem to
be quite fair in the surrounding vicinity
the coming season. The Van den Belt
Bros, have disposed of all their brick on
hand some two months ago, and nearly a)j. 4nd he didn’t think the court would be
A kire broke out on Friday morning
last at the back of the saloon occupied by
Fred Vos, on Washington slreet, Grand
Haven, burning that building and the
one occupied by Harris Bros, ns a dry goods
store. The goods were nearly all saved
and were insured for $8,000. The house-
hold got»ds of Ihe family living up stairs
w-ire neatly all lost. The fire is believed
to be of incendiary origin.
We learn that the religious revival now^
manifesting itself in this city, hag attract-
ed Ihe atlenllon of Elder Clapper and
that the necessary arrangements are being
made for a series of meetings to be held in
Kenyon’s Hall under his leudeiabipy
The first meeting held bv /him was on
Thursday evening, in WeJt/n & Akeley’s
building. Mr. Clapper wul be rememher-
<jd as a revivalist by the Successful efforts
he made here during thcAvinVr of 1807.
Ben Butler and Judge Hoar met as op-
posing counsel in an action for damages
for loss of life brought before the Massa-
chusetts supreme court on exceptions, last
week. Ben cited from Job, “Yea, all that
a man hath will he give for his life,” when
Ebenezer remarked that that was the plea
of the devil in a motion for a new trial,
of it was sold to farmers living south and
east of this place, -and with few exceptions
intended for farmers’ dwellings. Betides
this, they have several contracts to fill the
coming season, and if they succeed in
getting any large contract they will run a
double table and employ a double set of
hands.
When Field Marshal von Moltke was a
simple Colonel, he astonished the mem-
bers of his mess by regularly taking ten
Frederick d’ors out of his pocket, at the
beginlng of dinner, and laying them be-
side his plate. Always after dinner he re-
pocketed the gold, buttoned up his coat,
looked sourly around, and disappeared,
it was resolved to ask him the meaning of
his strange behavior. '‘Well,** he aaid,
*‘1 have noticed that from the time I en-
tered this regiment the conversation at
table has always turned on women, or
cards, or lioree racing; and I had deter-
mined to make a present of ten pieces of
gold to the first man who ahonld start a
ecnaibls subject. No one has yet earnel
them."
more impressed by it because of its modern
adoption. Then the court laughed.
At the last annual meeting of the teach
ersof the 1st Reformed Church Sunday
School, held at the house of the assistant
superintendent, T. Keppcl, for the purpose
of considering matters in connection with
the government and conduct of the Sun-
day School the present year, the treasurer’s
report for the year just past was read. The
children have done nobly in contributing
to different good causes. The report
showed that the children bud during the
past year give# $173.26, besides $4100 to
defray picnic expensea. Of thia $172.20
$40.00 were given by a class of young
ladies at one time, with the request that
it be used in support of schools in Japan
for the education of Japanese females.
One little girl gave all her savings for some
time— $10— in support of Rev. E. Heeren,
our missionary . in India, and another
scholar $7.00 for the same purpose. All
but 20 per cent, of the regular collections
of this school go* toward the support of
Rev. E. Heeren.
Hart's stutueof Henry Clay, which
stands in the Capitol grounds at Richmond,
is to be repaired. The statue has been
mutilated by having the fingers of both
hands broken off.
Nearly all the logs contracted for by
the mills at Grand Haven and Spring Lake
have been cut and placed upon the skids
and a large proportion of them delivered
upon the hanks of the streams.
Wm. M. Evans has now upon his farm
at Rutland, Vt., consisting of nearly 800
acres, 200 sheep, 10 horses and colts, 70
head of cattle, includ:ng 20 cows, 15
calves, a very valuable three-year old Dur-
ham hull, and 25 swine. He averages 200
tons of hay yearly from one hatch, and
last year raised 2,200 bushels of corn on
another.
---- ----
Cuban dispatches state that two im-
pirtant engagements had been recently
fought on the island. The most impor-
tant took place at Farallanes, where the
Spaniards were defeated by the Cubans
tinder Gens. Modesto Diaz and Antonia
Marco. The other action was at Lapala,
west of Cienfuegos, on the south const,
and here also the Spanish forces suffered
another reverse.
— --- ----
Cart. James B. Eads, who is about to
receive an installment of $500,000 for his
work of opening the mouth of the Miss-
issippi, is in his fi'ty seventh year, and a
native of Lawrencehurg, Ind. At a
very early age he evinced a strong taste
for machinery, and at eleven constructed
without any instruction a miniature engine
that worked perfectly with steam. He
has struggled upward to the possession of a
large private fortune, excellent health and
thoroughly American taste, passing such
grades as apple peddler, clerk, Mississippi
wrecker, proprietor of the first glass blow-
ing establishment in the West, and build
er of twenty-seven iron-clad gun and
mortar bouts.
While strolling around and looking up
the different interests and enterprises of
our city wc wete involuntarily brought up
before the mammoth tannery of the Cap-
pon & Bcrtseh Leather Company. This
is a business so large and well founded
Hint Holland may well be proud of it, and
should be seen to be entirely compre-
hended. This, however, was not our
legitimate object. We wandered on until
we readied the residence of the President
of this company, Mr. I. Cappon, and
were kindly shown in, and of Miie beauti-
ful structure, hut recently finished, we
want say a few words of praise. It is a
large two-story frame dwelling, on a very
large lot, set well back from the street, on
stone foundation and cellar, near the west
end of ninth street. The main entrance
is on the northeast corner, facing north.
Immediately on entering and passing
those solid black walnut doors the thought
strikes you that no expense has been spared
to make it elegant and durable. The hall
lends you west, on the right hand side of
which is a large parlor, directly in front
of you is the entrance to the family sitting
room, and to the left the dining-room— all
the prominent rooms are hard finish, in
black w alnut and ash, heavy and elaborate
mouldings handsomely finished, even the
hinges and door-knobs are solid bronze.
The lay out of the loxer floor is remark-
ably easy, and all the rooms have large
windows and beautiful inside blinds, and
some rooms have bay-windows. Going
hack in the hall and ascending the stains
—a beautiful piece of workmanship by
Itself— you are placed on a landing that
shows you three hallways, from which
you enter into so many different suits of
rooms, all well finished, and one of them
loads you to the attic stairway, alongside
of which is a private stairway leading
down to the kitchen. We also found a
bathroom off the kitchen, which commu-
nicates with the nursery, and quite a num
her of other conveniences, all completely
finished. It is without a doubt the finest
and perhaps the largest dwelling in this
part of the county, and as we reflect over
the past we must aa? that is a proof of, ns
well as a monument to the indust Hons and
successful career of its owner. Long may
he and his family enjoy it together. Mr.
J. R. Kleyn was the architect and builder
of this beautiful structure, and whereas he
is a self-made man, and developed among
us, it cannot be otherwise regarded than
a great success— a reward for his indefati-
gable studies and labors to perfect himself
in his profession. We hope he may have
The best COUGH
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Lmrj, his dkrd Stable,
II Alt \ WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
Fine howes and beautiful carriaup*. cutWs. and
nl! kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at our
stable at reasonable rates.
GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.
GIVE USA TRIAL,
TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
E. J. Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupkll.
Holland, Dec. 2, 187(1. 42-ly
W. & H. ELFERDINK'S
Offers bis services as such to the public and wilt
guarantee his work for moderate charuea. Havlii|
been engaged for some time past for Messrs. •loeMa-
* llreynnin, has now started for himself in th«
store of g; J. ALBLBO, at
No. 52, Eighth Street.
Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew-
elry business, and Mr. Wijkhuijsen tothe Watcho*.
However, each of them will wait on the pub Ic tfc'
absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tlful stock of Clock* and Watchea, which they otrer
for sale cheap. cv
CALL AND SEE.
Holland, Mich., Sent. 25. 1876.
H. Wijkhuijsen,
J. A : BfcKB.
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, - - • Michigan.
The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction. Their prices nro low
enough to compete with any house in the city.
Thev keep constantly oi hand a choice variety of
Ladles and Children a! oc* and gaiters.
He pairing neatly done and at
Short Notice.
81-1 r W. A II. KLFERDINK,
One Step toward Tem-
perance.
T have this day reduced the whole scale of
prices to f
5 Cents a Drink.
te. Bum, Jr.
Holland. Dec. 21st, 1870. , K
fc^ket.
. 76. feighth St.
4
Tho undcrslgned'have opened a Meat Market In
Philters’ Store, two doors East of L. T. Ranters’
Bookstore, where they will keep constantly on
baud a choice assortment oi fresh and salted meats
Fresh Pork. Salt Pork,
and every thing else belonging to there line of
business.' By promptness and Wr dealing we will
endeavor to establish ourselves and Invoke the
well wishes of the community at larac.
Come and Give us a Trial.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 1870.
J. Van den Berg,
Peter Buaam.
DR. ANNIS,
No. 86, Eighth Streot.
0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
DEALERS IN
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
and Fancy Articles.
Prescription- cnrcfu’ly prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Our Block Is all flrut-class, and
we offer It to the pnbllc cueap for ca*h.
W« Invite our friends and tho pub 1c generally to




Has removed his bnalneM to
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
70 Monroe Street.
Will be pleased to see all his old friends and cub*
tomers that require anything In the clothing line.
We make, cut and trim to order anything in our
line according to the latest styles, and for the low-
est possible prices.
Repairing Neatly Done.
GIVE US A TRIAL
5.18 I. P. THIBOUT.
NEW FIRM!
G. Van Putten.
Having succeeded the late Arm of O. Van Putt**
A Co., at the same stand and In the same hualnes*
wishes to advertise through the columns of tht







The Goods are first-class.
PRICES ARE LOW.-- (I --- A




Holland, Aug. 2, 187(1.
Mark these Facts.
The 1 alimony of the Whole World,
HOLLOW A'V’S PILL.
“I had no appetite; Holloway'* Pilla gave me a
hearty on#.”
‘•YourPUli arq marv'llous.”
”1 send for another box, and keep them In tha
house.”
“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that wan
chronic."
*•1 gave one of your I’ll's to my bsbe for cbo'ey*
morbus. Thu dear Ibtle thing got well in a day.*
"My nausea of a morning Is now cured."
"Your box of Holloway’s Olntrmnt cured me of
noise- in i he head I rubbed some of your Oint-
ment behind tho ears, and tho noise has left."
"Sriid mo two boxes; I want one fora poor fam-
ily.”
"I enclose a dollar; your price Is 2ft cent*, hot
the medl ino to mu Is woith a dollar.”
‘‘Send me five boxes of your Pills."
Let me ha>e three boxes of your Pills by ratarn
mail lor (’hills and Fever.”
1 have over 200 such testimonials as tbeaa, bit
w ant of space compels me to conclude.
For lutaneous Disorders,
And nil eruptions of the skin, this Ointment la
most Inval iable. It does not heal externally alone*
but penetrates with the most aearchlng effect# to
the very root of the ovll. _
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS
Invariably cure the following diseases;
Disorders of the Kidneys.
In all diseases affecting these organa, wbethef
they -ecrej loo much or two llitlo water; or
whether they he afflicted with stone or gravel, or
with Hchrs and pains settled In the loins over tho
regions of the kidneys, these PUIs should betak-
en according t • the printed directions, and tha
'Ointment should be we I rubbed Into the small of
the back at bed time. This tieatment will glva
almost Immediate relief when all other means
have failed.
For Stomachs Out of Order.
No medicine will so effectually Improve the Ion#
of the stomach as these Pills ; they lemove all acid-
ity occasioned either by Intemperance • rlmprop
cf diet. They reach the liver and reduce It to a
healthy action; they are wonderfully efficacious in
cases of spasm-ln fuel ther never tall In caring
all dirord« rs of the liver ana stomach.
HoLLOW a Y’H PILLS are the bett known In the
world for the following diseases: Ague. Asthma,
Billions Complaints. Blotches on tha Bkin: Bowel*
Consumption. Debility. D'opsy. Dysentery. Fry
»liu-las, Female Irregulai it'es, Fevets of all kinds.
Fit-. O ut. Headache, Indigestion. Inflamattnn,
Jaundice, Liver Complaints. Lumbago, piles. Hhs-
umutUm. K teutiou of urine, scrofula or King'*
Evil, Sore Throats, Stone and Gravel. Tic Doulour-
eux, Tumors, Ulcere, Worms, of all kinds, Weak-
ness from any canse. etc.
IMPORTANT CAUTION.
• A Good opportunily for u Grtet Mill.
Inquire of
* E. J. HARRINGTON.
City Lots for Sale Cheap at
b. j. Harrington.
_____ _________ If you want a New Dress
(be opportunity to build • great many moro Call OO
flue structures. I E. J. IIABBINGTOX.
None are genuine nnless the signature of Ji Hay
dock, os agent lor the United Blaus, surrounds
each box oi Pills, and Ointment. A handsome re-
ward will be given to any one. rendering roch l»-
formitiou as may lend to »he detection of any
party or partlea counterfeiting the medicines or
vending the ba me. knowing them to be •parlous.
**• hold at the ma* ufac orv of Professor Hollo
wa< Jb Co.. New York, ai d by all respectable drug-
gists and dealers In medicine throughout the eivll-
Ircd world, In boxes at tfi ernta, W cent# and $1.
each.
HTThere is considerable saving by taking tho
larger sines.
N B.— Directions for the guidance of patleata )m
every disorder are affixed to eacr box.
OfiLci, 112 Liberty Street, New ^oik.
8&-lr
DR. SCHOUTEFS
mmm m nmn fill?
Have a specific Inflnence upon tko Lhror aid
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into sack vU-
orous action that the Impediments aro romovei.
Favorably knowr. broperatlog mildly.
They prevent ad Irregularities orlglnaUaf frooi




Hollaud, Mick., Fib. W, UTS. M
I'UMFKIN PI KM.
l*v»* tried the beat
lu Eaet and Weat,
* I’ve lunched ’neath tropic aun,
I’ve tested oU
The fruila that fall,
And like them every one ;
But North or South
No human mouth,
1 will the world appriae,
E’er tasted food
• ine>half aogood
As our own pumpkin plea.
Upon the vine,
In rain and ahlne,
Through fragrant day and night,
The yellow globe
In emerald robe
Bhnka up the aununer light.
Oh, golden aweet,
The bum repeat
To mold thy luscious size,
That we may come
Aud roll thee home.
And make our pumpkin plea.
Onr lovely girla,
With shining curia,
ut neatly in a cap.
Cut alloe on slice
And peel It nice,
And stew It to a pap;
Then milk la bad.
, And aggs they add,
• And sweeten as la wise,
while others haste
To aplcc to taste
These home-made pumpkin pies.
Oh. pure and fair,
Thia' food so rare,
Made up of all that's best !
No creature a-patu
Goes to its gain.
But only nature's zest ;
For summer days
And autumn haze
And smiles from beauty's eyes
Are in the diah,
. . Mixed to our wish.
That we oall pumpkin pies.
No wender, then,
That loyal men,
From Florida to Maine,
Their quarter eat,
The same repeat,
And pass their plate again
That exiles fret
With vain regret.
And vex the air with sighs,
When forced to atay
In dimes away
From their own pumpkin pies.
So to our boast
I give a toast, -




And may our girls.
With shining curia
And tender beaming eyes,
All learn by heart
t The happy art
Of making pumpkin pies !
«A PERFECT TREASURE.”
One day Frank came borne with a look
el triumph.
' “I hare a perfect treasure for you,”
he said, “ in the way of a nurse. Gerald
Temple is going to take his family to
Europe, and, when he heard what yen
wanted, offered to let us have their nurse,
whom they will not want.”
I heard a low sigh. Virginia, Frank’s
only sister, had been sitting in a corner
, «l we drawing-room. She rose now and
dipped out.
“ How could you, Frank ?” I said, fol-
lowing her with sad eyes. “ I have
never heard your sister speak of the
Temples since she has lived with us; the
very mention of their name brings back
the memory of Gerald's brother, and all
that sad tragedy.”
4*I am sorry,” said Frank, “ but I did
not know she was in the room. Poor
Virginia !”
“Yes! Poor Virginia!” I said to
myself. But once the loveliest little
creature I ever knew. It is something
of a story, but it is an “ower true
tale,” and I will tell it in the shortest
way I can:
Vilgwia and Frank were orphans, and
old Mrs. Chichester, their grandmother,
had adopted Virginia almost from in-
f. The old lady had very ambitious
. a of making a splendid match for
ner beautiful grandchild. But Vir-
ginia thought different ; and when she
mao 17, at the time of my wedding, she
and Langley Temple were insane enough
to fall desperately in love with each
other. Langley was Frank’s most inti-
mate friend, and the pair met contin-
ually at our house, until Grandma Chi-
chester found it out After a while
Langley was ordered to his ship (he was
in the navy) ; but Frank waged war with
grandma until he obtained a viperish
aonsent that the lovers might correspond.
ftandma took pains not to let Frank
know how Virginia was tormented and
kpannixed over until the poor child oon
Muted to go out into society again ; and
there she met and made conquest of the
vary man whom grandma had intended
for her beauty — Horace Kent Virginia
fused him ; but grandma said, soorn-
fally, *\Tba made no difference. She
would come to her senses soon,” and, to
my utter amazement, the preparation of
Urn troui»«au went on, and by-and-by
me Were bidden to the wedding — a quite
•tejpuit affair, where Virginia walked
and talked as if she was frozen. Frank
auk I confessed to each other, that
night, that the business passed our com-
prehension, for we had no idea then of
fool play.
Kent and Virginia were to sail for
Europe within a fortnight of their mar-
riage, and went to Washington and Bal-
timore to pass that time. Left alone
one evening in Baltimore, with a severe
headache, Virginia remembered to have
seen some aromatic vinegar in her hus-
* band’s dressing case. Kent was peculiar
in his careful way of locking up his
longings, and ahe took her own bunch of
key* to open the box, when, rather to
her surprise, she found the key leit in
the box. Some listiesu, vagus impulse,; the hever afterward Could aeoount
lor, pWihptfcd her to lift the upper tray,
although she had found the vinegar al-
Kady. Underneath, to her surprise,
•hb found paper, and was about return-
isg;the tray to its place without further
examination, when her eyes were caught
Hy thfl wnfflfl * ‘ ** M V V.wmmin '*
wswssaass
the other, the Wd forgery fo which ho
asked to be released from his engage-
ment Kent was not at all bad.' He
loved her madly, and you may be sure
that his sore punishment began when,
after the physician had got her out of
the death-like swoon, the first words
came to Virginia’s lips, in that strange,
passionless tone which is far worse than
anger, were, “ Remember ! I will never
forgive you— never !’
They came back to New York for a
single day; but Virginia saw no one but
her grandmother. The old lady upon
her deathbed raved of* that interview,
and vainly implored her forgiveness for
urging Kent on to his treachery. The
newly-wedded pair sailed in the ill-fated
ship which took fire off the coast of Nova
Scotia, and whose name still carries ter-
ror to many a heart Virginia was one
of the handful of survivors ; her un-
happy husband fought for her place in
the boaty and remaining behind him-
self, perished with the ship. The agony
of terror, the long night which she spent
at the mercy of the waves, proved too
much strain upon her already overbur-
dened frame, and Frank and I were
summoned by telegraph to her at Hali-
fax, where she lay for days unconscious
with a brain fever. And then, to add
to her misery, when recovering she was
thrown into a nearly fatal relapse by see-
ing aooidentally that the leoumseh had
gone down in the attack on Mobile har-
bor, with every soul on board. The
Tecumseh was Langley’s ship*
Virginia came to Uve with us about
two years before the oommenoement of
my story. She seemed to feel a sorrowful
remorse about her husband, which was
not grief, and yet it cast a shadow over
her life. “He was treacherous and false,”
she said to me one day, “and he broke
my heart ; but what right have I to
judge him ? Harrie, I told him I would
never forgive him, and he died thinking
himself uuforgiven.” Of Langley she
never spoke.
Well, the “perfect treasure” made
her appearance. She was a rather
young woman, with a pleasant, low
voice, and very good manner for one of
her station. Jwas charmed. Certainly
this girl seemed determined to’ please
me ; she did her work in a faultless,
neat way ; she amused and played with
the twins ; and baby had more quiet
nights than 1 had known him to have
for weeks. So, after a month’s trial, I
began to sing Alice’s praises and allowed
her full control in her department, with
a good many privileges. Virginia alone,
did not seem to like her. Virginia had
a curious way of looking at new faces— a
searching, penetrating glance, that I
always thought had a sort of mesmerism
in it, all the stranger because her
eyes were so gentle and soft. Alice
never met the look fairly, as I remem-
bered afterward.
It was in the spring of ’65. The clos-
ing scenes of the war were crowding
thick and fast upon eacti other. Virginia
kept her room a good deal. The warm
April weather seemed to enervate her,
and she shrank away from the joy and
enthusiasm we all exhibited. Poor
child ! It was hard for her to hear of
the soldiers and sailors who would be
coming home now, and to feel that for
her sore heart peace would bring no
balm.
One night Frank had taken a box at
the Italian opera in New York. We
lived in Brooklyn, and, as Kellogg was
to sing, I begged Virginia to go with us.
But she steadily declined. She would
stay at home and keep house, she said.
Now, two of my servants were at a fire-
men’s ball that night, leaving only Alice
and the cook at home; so I must say I
felt rather more easy about the children
when I found that Virginia would not
go. Going from New York to Brooklyn
at night, however, is a long journey, and
it was close upon 1 o’clock when we
drove up to our door.
In the meantime, Virginia, after onr
departure, had sat for sometime writing
letters in her own room. The twins
were having a noisy romp in the nur-
sery; and, when one looked in to say
good- night, Fred fastened himself upon
her neck, and begged to come and stay
with Auntie; she yielded, and then Fred
began building oard-houses on the sofa
until he got tired, when he curled him-
self in a corner, and in two seconds was
fast asleep. Being very much interested
in her book, Virginia left the little fel-
low sleep on, thinking that by-
and-by she would take him up to her
room and put him to bed there, as she
frequently did. At last she fell asleep
herself.
She never knew how long she slept,
but had a painful, nightmare sensation,
as if somebody was trying to smother
her, and, after struggling with the feel-
ing for some time, she slowly, and with
a great effort, opened her eyes. Why !
what has happened to the room ? llie
gas must have gone out— it was totally
dark, save a flickering gleam from the
dying fire on the hearth; and what a
sickening, deadly smell there was I With
a lightning rapidity which is more like
inatinotthjui thought, it suddenly flashed
upon her what the strange smell was—
chi' reform! Then, as she caught her
frightened breath, and sank back into
her chair, a low sound of voices from
the dining-room reached her ear. The
door between the rooms was ajar, and
ahe saw a thiead of light from it; the
voice she heard was a man’s :
“Ye didn’t give the young 'oman
too much o’ that stuff, did ye ?” it asked,
rather anxiously.
“ I wish I had,” returned Alice’s low
and stealthy voice; “I hate her! she
suspecls me.”
“Ha! ha!’* gurgled the man, “she
must ha’ been mighty oncivil to ye; ye
usually gets on tfie right side of ’em. Is
that ’ere pitcher silver or plate?”
“ Plato; the silver is up-stairs.”
Virginia shook when she heard the
venom of tliat low voice.
i,'Sne was Mr. Langley’s Jady-love
until her old grandma stopped it.”
t “And what was Mr. Langley to you,
my {.irlr* said th^ ruan. V
“ Hush ! you’ll wake the child, and I
do not want to do him any harm. Mr.
Langley ’’—the woman’s voice softened
—“never said a dozen words to me in
his life; but look you, Vincent, I fairly
worshiped him.”
“ That's right; tell me all, as I’m yer
husband that is to be,” said the other,
with a coarse laugh.
“ Mrs. Kent has splendid jewels, too.
I just picked the lock to look at them.
You can take as many of those as you
like. Come!”
As soon as the sound of their footsteps
died away, Virginia snatched the deadly
handkerchief off her head, and staggered
to her feet, though dizzily. She was a
very spirited girl, and determined that
the pair should not escape. But what
could she do? It was in vain to think
of getting the cook to alarm their neigh-
bors at the corner, for the next lot was
vacant, and she must cross the hjll and
go past the stairs to- find her. There
would be no use in throwing up the win-
dow and screaming; the house was on
Clinton avenue, quite far out, and the
policeman on that beat did not come
past very often.
Virginia wrung her hands, when a
sleepy murmur of “ Auntie !” startled
her. In a second her resolve was taken,
and she was on her knees bv Fred, kiss-
ing him and whispering in his ear.
“ Fred, my darling, Auntie is going to
do something funny. You remember
how pa jumped you down from the bal-
cony on Christmas day to run after the
menkey ? I am going to jump you down.
Don’t speak a word now. Act like a man.
There, now!”
Fred was just 4 years old, but a great
boy for his age, and he always obeyed
Virginia implicitly : so he rubbed his
eyes wide open, and was carried to the
window. The balcony, outside, was not
far from the ground. As Virginia looked
out carefully, she saw, under the gaslight
at the corner, a tall figure with the gleam
of brass buttons.
“ Fred,” she whispei ed rapidly, “ run
to that policeman, and tell him to come
right here to Auntie ; then go to Mr.
Motley’s, at the corner, and ring the bell
with all yonr might— it is low, and you
can reach it — and tell George and Harry
Motley that Aunt Virginia says there is
a thief in the house. Don’t be afraid,
Fred ; be a man like papa !”
Over, gently, over tbe low railing ;
and then, with a good shake of
his small person, Fred's fat little
legs trotted swiftly off toward the po-
liceman.
Directly, under the balcony, a voice
said, softly :
“ What is wanted, ma’am ! Can you
open the front door for me ?”
“ I cannot,” she panted ; “ there are
burglars in the houso, and I should be
heard. Can you get up here, somehow ?
Has the dttle boy gone to the neigh-
bor’s?”
There wns no answer to her question ;
but the policeman easily followed
her suggestion, and climbed up over the
balcony.
“Wait!” whispered Virginia, laying
her cold hand on the policeman’s arm,
as he made a motion to go forward.
“ They are up stairs in my room, look-
ing for my jewels. If you will stand
just behind that door, I will creep up
the back stairs and reoonnoiter ; if the
woman comes to answer the bell, seize
her. There is only one man ; if I want
help I will call, and then you will rush
up the front stairs. ”
“ Are you not afraid ?” asked the po-
liceman with some surprise ; but Vir-
ginia was gone before he had finished
his remark.
When she reached the stairs, she
found by the sounds that the man had
evidently gone into the silver- closet,
which stood on the other side of the
back stairs, and that now she was be-
tween the two— for she could hear Alice
walking around in the l>ed-room. Quick
as a flash the litttle figure glided up-
stairs, slipping off her boots on the
lowest step; there was no light in the
hall, except that afforded by the bur-
glar’s lantern, for the gas was turn
down low, and the lantern set inside the
closet door. The door opened outward,
and the key was in it; a spring, a sudden
bang, and then the dick of the key in
Virginia’s nervous fingers, as she turned
it in the lock. A tremendous curse came
from the captured thief, as she leaned
breathlessljragainst the door. The same
moment the gaslight behind her was
suddenly turned on her, and Alice con-
fronted Virginia.
“You here, madam? Well, you and
I are quits, anyhow. Open that door, or
I’ll send a bullet through your head !
You didn’t think of my having a revolv-
er, did you?”
“ No,” said Virginia, looking in the
girl’s furious eye with her peculiarly
calm smile. “ Help ! Police !”
“You may split your pretty throat
calling,” said Alice, seizing her sav-
agely by the arm. “ No one will come ;
the cook is drugged, and you are at our
mercy. Give me the key !”
‘•I'll trouble you for that pistol!”
said a stern voice behind Virginia, as a
quick, strong arm jerked the weapon
away from Alice.
Alice, with a shriek, fell on the floor,
for sue realized all at once. But Vir-
ginia, gasping “Ah, my God!7 gazed
as if turned to stone, for it was Langley
Temple tnat she saw.
“Virginia, don’t be terrified,” he
said; “it is my very self, no ghost.
Take my hand, love ; see, it is flesh and
blood, like your own, dear.” He had
her in his arms. The door-bell was
ringing furiously, but. he would have let
the neighbors pull the wire till it broke
before he would have left her in that
dumb, shocked state. As ho touched
her she trembled violently ; then the
light came back to her eyes, and, with a
sob of joy, Virginia flung herself on ths
breast of him whom she had mourned
os dead.
' The Motleys had time to think that
Virginia was murdered before the pair
opened the door. Very much surprised
wore they to see, instead of the police-
man they expected to find, a very tall,
handsome young mao, a stranger, m un-
dress navy uniform. Fred, now that his
part of the fun was over, began to roar,
and Virginia teok him up in her arms,
while the three gentlemen, assisted by
the real Simon-Pure policeman, a
brawny son of Erin, opened the closet
and secured the prisoner. Within the
next fifteen minutes the other servants
had returned— fer the burglary took
place before 11 o’clock— and Alice, hav-
ing recovered from her swoon, was car-
ried to the stationriiouse.
I don’t know how Langley and Vir-
ginia was occupied till my return; but
when Frank thrust his latch-key into the
door, Virginia flew out of the library,
and tried, with a few inooherent sen-
tences, to prepare me for seeing some-
thing. The consequence was, that, when
I pushed the door open in a very bewil-
dered frame of mind, and saw Langley
smiling at me, I was terrified almost out
of my senses, and came near fainting.
To the best of my recollection, the
household sat up nearly all night, though
finally, after I had heard the whole
story, been speechless over Virginia's
bravery, and hugged Fred— now asleep
in the arm-ohuir — Frank dragged me off
to bed.
I don’t know that Langley and Vir-
ginia sat there till morning, but cer-
tainly the first persons I saw upon com-
ing down to breakfast were themselves,
on the identical sofa where I had left
them.
Langley’s story is too long a one to be
told here. Suffice it to say that being
on deck when the Tecumseh sunk, he
had been able .to strike out from the
sinking ship, and, under cover of the
smoke and roar of battle, to swim ashore.
There, however, he was taken prisoner,
and kept in close confinement for some
months, finally making his escape.
Coming direct to Frank for intelligence
before presenting himself to his family,
he had stopped to light a cigar under
the gaslight, where Virginia had mis-
taken him for a policeman. He had
known her instantly, and probably only
her fright and agitation prevented her
from recognizing bis voice, which, as
he mischievously told her, he did not
disguise in the least.
Alice and her acoompbce were identi-
fied by the police as old offenders. The
woman had carried on a systematic pil-
fering at the Temples’, and was an ac-
complished hypocrite. To my intense
gratification the pair were sentenced for
a full term in Sing Sing.
Langley and Virginia were married
very soon after. Frank gave away the
lovely tittle bride, whose fair girlish
bloom had come back to her, and who,
under the influence of love, seemed a
different woman from the pale, sad
creature who had moved so quietly
about the house.
They idolize each other, and I think
have quite forgiven Grandma Chichester
and poor Horace Kent. Fred has al-
ways been a great pet with his aunt for
his bravery on the night of the attempt-
ed burglary.
Between Fred’s boasting and my sly
teasing, poor Frank will never be allowed
to forget his instrumentality in intro-
ducing me to such “a perfect treasure.”
—Exchange.
Costly Laces and Jewelry.
Queen Isabella, of Spain, possesses a
collection of old laoes which cannot be
equaled in Europe, and which is worth
several millions. Productions of all
countries, kinds and ages are there, all
perfect in work, and of infinite richness.
One dress of point D’Alencon is worth
more than 100,000 francs. Some full
sets of trimmings in old point,
belonging to Her Majesty, are in
themselves a fortune. That collec-
tion of lace is the pendant to that of
cashmeres belonging to Queen Victoria,
which is estimated at not less than
5,000,000 of francs. Her Majesty pos-
sesses India shawls to which the labor
of more than twenty years had been de-
voted, and which, at no matter what
price, could not be reproduced at pres-
ent-existing workmen having lost the
secret ofsuch an art We do not speak
of certain shawls woven with the threads
of gold, and in which the embroidery is
ornamented with pearls and diamonds.
Turning to other matters of female or-
namentation, wo can say that the finest
emeralds in feminine jewelry are pos-
sessed by the Empress Elizabeth of
Austria, just as the richest and most
perfect collection of rubies extant is the
property of the Grand Duchess of Saxe
Weimer, grand daughter of Paul L,
Emperor of Russia. Pearls and tur-
quoises, which are without rival, belong
to the Russian imperial family, as do
sapphires to the British house of
Guelph. As for diamonds — except the
crown jewels of various nations— pri-
vate collections can vie with those of
Queens, and not disadvantageoualy.—
Paris Snort.
Old Postage Stamps.
The lunatic who collects stamps will
take in fresh enthusiasm over the result
of a recent sale in New York: “ A 5-oent
(canceled) violet Bolivia stamp, dated
1867, was sold for $8; a 10-cent brown
stamp of the same nationality and date,
$10; a 50 cent blue stamp, same, $6.50;
and a 100-cent blue stamp, same, $2.50;
a 4-oent blue stamp of British Guiana,
dated 1851, $10; a set of Confederate
stamps, $5 85; an ‘unsevered pair of 5-
oent tit. Louis stamps, the only pair in
this condition known to the owner, used,
but in splendid condition, extremely
rare,’ was knocked down for $20.50.
Another rare stamp sold for $11. It was
described as a ‘ 5-cent provisional U. 8.,
believed to be New Orleans.’ The big-
gest price paid was $52.80, for an entire
set of Plimpton envelopes, ninety-six
varieties.”
Thx oldest inhabitant is almost unani-
mously predicting an early spring.
OPEN YOUil MOUTH AND SHUT YOUR
JSYS9.
BT KTHKL LTMN.
Like remembered words of a wornout song
Comes a piping voice from the childish throng:
" Keep yonr mouth wide open, and shut your eyes,
And 111 give you something to make yon wise."
Little honest Fred, with his month agape.
Shut his eyelids down for a tiny nap,
Cut doubting Frankie prefers to keep
A vigil stern through bis feigned sleep.
TIs the echo stiU of the serpent's i
aUles of yean I
Down from tempted Eve and ths luscious sphere
to reachThat seems through the
«
To the ory of the children's voices here,
“To make one wise." Not a gaudy lure,
To entrap the rude, untutored boor,
For the eyes that look on the bending bough
Of the Tree of Knowledge open now.
On the gathered love that has gone before—
On the worthless heart of the apple’s core,
and the open mouth for an atom waits
Or a protoplasm, to pass its gates.
How the children Jeer. Courage. litUe Ted.
Never mind the laugh of the prudent Fred,
Perchance it is better still to trust,
Tho' the mouth be filled with a bitter dost.
It in better Ted maybe, after all,
To trust our way tho’ the heavens fall,
Ami with open mouth, and with lidded eyes,
Still seek the gift that shall make us wise.
Flth aud Point.
An atrocious jester advised a dropsi-
cal patient to get “ bailed out.”
“ Man proposes ’’—but there are still
31,000 more women than men in Massa-
chusetts.
“ Well, Bridget, is there a fire in my
ro6m?” “Sure, mim, yis, there’s a
fire— but it’s out”
Is a man “ trifling with the press ”
when he goes to a cider mill and steals a
bucketful of apple juice ?
The latest addition to the literature
of signs is as follows : “ Express, n A
Truck, n & Movi.n don here.”
The heato of the approaching sommer
will find ample assuagement in the beau-
tiful ice that is being at present packed
away.
It will soon be time to write a page
and a half in a oew diary before you
lose it, or your wife takes it to keep the
milk accouMt in.
There are 170,000 wolves in Russia.
The man who counted them has been
severely missed in this country in this
country the past month.
“ Husband, I don't know where that
boy got his bad temper. I am sure not
from me.” “No, my dear; for I don’t
find that you have lost any.”
One of the sable orators of old Vir
ginia made a good point when he said
“ De oyster got mo’ sense dan some
folks, ’cause he know whon to keep his
mouf shet.”
This is the season when the falling
icicle smites the spinal summit of the
unsuspecting pedestrian, and interrupts
the flow of those buoyant spirits that
make him feel “like a morning star.”
A negro in South Carolina, who was
complaining of the hard times, declared
they were the hardest ever known.
“ Why,” said ha, “ I works all day an’
steals all night, an’ then can’t get an
honest living.”
That was a wag who, when permitted
by the Judge to select the kind of a tree
he would be hanged from, chose a
gooseberry bush. If he were allowed
to choose his mode of death these days,
he would ask to be shot by Bennett and
May.
At a spiritualistic expose : The man-
ager— “Will any gentleman in the
audience mention a deceased friend or
relative whose spirit he would like to
appear ?” Yoioe — “ I would like to see
my mother-in-law.” The manager—
“ You had better go home then.”
THE SNEEZE.
What a moment ! what a doubt !
All my nose Is Inside out ;
All my thrilling, tickling caustic,
Pyramid rhiuoscerostlc.
Wants to sueexe, and cannot do it,
How It yearns me, stings me, thrills me !
Now says, “ Sneeze, yon goose; gat through It."
Hhee— «hee-Oh I 'Us moat del— ishi—
Ishi- ishi— moet del— ishl.
“ All this falling down on sidewalks
is sheer nonsense,” observed the old
man; “ it is worse than that— it is down-
right carelessness. Now, when a man
readies a slippery place tike this, for in-
stance, he must — ah-wowl — gosh!”
And when the old chap got through
pounding stones and splitting boards,
he Jay on his back and helplessly in-
quired: “am I all here?”
Business in Canada.
The Mercantile Agency of Dun, Wi-
man & Co., of Canada, has issued a cir-
cular reviewing the business results of
1876 in the Dominion of Canada. It is
a new thing in the business world and is
intended to be an annual affair. The
agency reports that the year has been a
hard one for the Dominion merchants,
and there has been a surprising number
of failures. The following is the state-
ment of failures for the last four years :
Humber, Amount,
1873 ......................... 994 $12,334,199
1874 ......................... m 7,696,766
1875 ....................... 1,968 28,843,967
1876 ........................ 1,728 26,617,991
The failures in Canada in the last two
years, says the circular, number nearly
4,000, which, occurring among 50,000
traders, is a proportion indicative of
something radically wrong in the trade
of a rich country. At this rate, in ten
years every second business man in Can-
ada may succumb ! The gross liabilities
of failed estates during the two years are
over $50,000,000, a sum barely equaled
by ! the entire exports of grain in that
period. Of this $50,000,000 at least
$30,000,000 have been irrevocably lost,
and when this amount is divided among
the limited number of first hands which
comprise the merchants, manufacturers,
and bankers, the marvel is that they
have stood these calamities with so few
signs of distress.
A mad cow owned by a Mr. Dugger,
of Granby, Mo., attacked the log cabin
in which the Dugger family resided, and
tore down one side of it, cue of the fall-




A N«iw World of Hplendid Hand-Made Pot-
tery Brought to Light.
The German correspondent of the
London TivAek Bends the f^Uo^ng Trpm
Leipiio: I>, Sehliemann is so busy in
clearing the tombs on the Acropolis of
Mycenae, and in carefully arranging the
treasures which he has brought to light,
that he has no time At present to write
a fnll account of his discoveries. “ I
would require more thane week," he
writes, “to prepare even a superficial
description of the treasures here col-
lected." It is perhaps not generally
known that the excavations at Mycenae
are carried on at the sole expense of Dr.
Schlismann, while everything that is
found by him goes to the Greek Gov-
ernment, to be deposited in a National
Museum of Ancient Art at Athens. In
a letter dated Nov. 19 Dr. Sehliemann
writes:
“ In a depth of seven and one-naif
meters (twenty-five feet) I yesterday
brought to light three more enormous
tombs, all cut in the rock, which will
have to be emptied this week. How
great the veneration of the people of
Mycenae was for all these sepulchers
cannot be better shown than by the
ancient tombstones which I found three
feet to six feet below those of which I
wrote to you before. When the primi-
tive tombstones had for ages been hidden
by the aocwnulations of rubbish, their
site was, nevertheless, so accurately re-
membered by tradition that the new
monuments (which are probably of the
thirteenth century B. 0.) were erected
exactly on the same spot. All the pot-
tery found within two meters (six and
one-half feet) above those rock-cut tombs
is made by hand, lustrous black inside
and out, or light green or red, with rude
black or dark red ornamentation of cir-
cles and spiral lines."
In another letter, dated My cense, Nov.
21, he says r “I beg leave to send you
a drawing of a gold onp and a gold dia-
dem, as well as of a bronze lance found
to-day in the tomb marked by the bas-
relief of the two serpents. In, on and
about these tombs a new world of splen-
did hand-made pottery comes to light,
and a vast number of obsidian knives. I
am just going to open a sepulcher of
enormous proportions. At a certain
height above it there stands a cyclopean
artificial altar. I expect to find treas-
ures beneath it"
He writes again, under date of Nov.
24 : “ There are now in all five tombs.
In the smallest of them I found yester-
day the bones of a man and a woman,
covered by at least five kilogrammes of
ornaments of pure gold, with the most
wonderful archaic impressed ornaments.
Even the smallest leaf is covered with
them. To day I emptied the tomb, and
iitill gathered there more than six-tenths
of a kilogramme of beautifully orna-
mented gold leaves; also many earrings
and ornaments representing an altar with
two birds. One earring represents Her-
cules slaying the lion. There were found
two scepters with wonderfully chiseled
crystal handles, and many large gold and
bronze vessels. I had . hardly touched
the second tomb when I found a beauti-
fully ornamented gold cup and four largo
bronze vessels. This tomb is the larg-
est, and will probably yield much more
treasure. I have now the firmest con-
viction that these are the tombs which,
as PaustqiAs writes, belong, according




The people who constantly enjoy the
luxury of broiled whitetish, and whoso
boast is that the whit^fish ofc our lakes
is the best fish fhat swims, cannot tie
aware how rapidly the waters of the
great lakes are being depleted of this
valuable and delicious fish. If so, they
would call a mass meeting to urge upon
the Legislature of the State to make an
appropriation and pass the necessary
laws for the Appointment of a Board of
Fish Commissioners and the commence-
ment of fish culture In the waters of our
State.
The State of Michigan has been at
work for three years, and makes an an-
nual appropriation for ^ this pur-
pose. The Legislature 4 of Wisconsin
appropriated 810,000 last winter,
and the result is that they have
now in the hatching establishment at
Milwaukee 10,000,000 whitefish and
salmon trout eggs hatching. Ninety- five
per cent of these eggs will hatch and
the young fish be distributed in the
waters of the State. The greater part
wHl bd deposited in Lake Michigan.
The returns for money invested in fisji
culture w enormous— 500 per cent, is
not a high Wtimats, The fisheries of
the Dominion of Canada for the year
1875 yielded one million dollars’ worth
of fish more than in any One year before
artificial hatching was begun. It is
reasonably estimated that water with
less culture can be made to yield more
food per acre than land.— CAica^o
Journal. _ / ' > 1 » ) In
Positively the Oldest.
“The , oldest living person" is be-
Startllng Discovery.
A belief in color- poisoning by moans
of green dresses and green wall-papers
has already been force upon the pub-
lic COipi tolsntbh conchiaiv# qvi-
JeM but it seems that the mEohiivJus
propensities of this color are far from
being yet fully exposed. A French
savant, M. Paul Bert, has jnst exhibited
against it articles of impeachment of the
gravest character, supported by reports
of a whole series of startling experi-
mente. If his theory is true, it is not
only the arsenic used in producing the
color which does the injury, but the
actual color itself, and a meie ray of
green light is capable of affecting the
health of the person exposed to it, apart
from all aid afforded to it by the smell
or presence of arsenic. To demonstrate
this alleged fact, M. Bert has submitted
several specimens of the sensitive plant
to rays of different colors thrown upon
them through stained glass, and in every
case those which were treated to the
most brilliant green light withered and
died in the shortest time. In those
plants which were exposed to red light
a peculiar phenomenon was observed;
the tips or spikes of the leaves pro-
longed themselves and grew forward in
a lean and hungry fashion horizontally
with the branch from which thfey sprang;
while in a bine light the contrary effect
was produced, the spikes standing out
abruptly and perpendicularly from their
stem. On one of the plants being in
closed in a sort of lantern, having a red
glass on o^e side and green on the other,
instead of shrinking away from the
poison on their right to the roseate
antidote on their left, the leaves, as if
by fatal fascination, turned with one
consent the other way and literally
looked death in the face.— Faff Mall
Gazette.
Woman Suffrage.
The constitution of the new State of
Colorado provides for an election on the
question of woman suffrage next Octo-
ber. It is understood that while in
Washington next month the sisterhood
will arrange for a heavy pressure to be
brought upon the gallant and suscepti-
ble masculine minds and hearts of the
Miner State. Utah and Wyoming are
at present the Western exponents of the
equal right of the fair sex.
The Prodigal.
Inheritor* of vast wealth are proverbially
apendthrifte. The golden ore ie dug from the
mine, refined And coined by the labor of other
hands and the sweat of other brows. Like
children playing with an expensive toy, they
can form no Just estimate of its value. When
the donor weighed it, he oast into the balance
so many days of unremitting and fatiguing
toil, so many anxious and sleepless nights, so
much self- denial, and so much care. Bntthe
inheritor into hie balance thro we only— pleas-
ure. The one values it by whst it cost him,
the other for what it will purchase Like the
prodigal in the fioripture parable, he thought-
lessly expends it to gratify f
cravings of his nature.
the caprice and
Then comes the last
Oaldweu ‘county, Ky. Octogenarians heaa cool, the bowels open, and the feet
thereabouts say thatj “Annfc" Esther Tf10-” ncolwary, use Parsons’
was an old woman w
dren. She is believed fo be not lass
than 120 years olfi, is perfectly helpless,
her flesh shrunken to her bones, and
her skin all wrinkled and shriveled,
She can scarcely talk intelligibV*
though her mind is fair, while her
memory cannot be relied on. She lives
with her youngest son, Granville
Groom, who is himself between 80 and
90 years of age.
T*k profit of sheep-rajaing in Georgia
is estimated at 63 per cent, while the
annual expense is only 14 cents per
head. _ '
A cricket ball struck a boy, aged 13,
m rttjehind the ear, iiv London. He fell
1 ' nd died in two hoars.
scene— the misery, the remorse, and tho long
aud wearisome journey back to the home of
frugal industry. But there are other prodi-
gals. On her favoritee our bounteous parent,
Nature, has lavished her richest treasure-
health. But the prodigal values it lightly, for
it cost him naught, and recklessly squanders
it in riotous living. Present pleasure obscures
future want. Boon the curtain rises on the
last scene. We see him helpless, impover-
ished— the rich treasures of body and mind all
lost— in misery and despair. Bemorseful
Conscience holds up tc him the mirror of
memory. In his own reckless folly he per-
ceives the cause of his presect pain. He re-
solves to return The journey is long and
tedious, but, if he penseveriugly follows the
right road, ho will at length see the haven of
his hopes in the distahoe. and Nature, seeing
her invalid child afar off will oome out to meet
him, and reoaive him back with love and bless-
ing. To find the right road homeward, the
suffering prodigal should read “The Peoples
Oommou Sense Medical Adviser.’’ Therein it
is completely mapped out, its landmarks all
indicated and its milestones all numbered.
Read it Price $1 50 (postage prepaid). Ad-
dress the author and publisher, R V. Pierce,
M. D., Buffalo N. Y. _
Popularity.
The popularity of Messrs. James 8. Kirk A
Co.’s soaps, manufactured in Chicago, is
shown by the unprecedented sale which their
goods have reached during the year 1876. Tuts
by far is the largest soap manufacturing con-
cern in the United States, producing aud sell-
ing in all parts of this country, from the Red
River of the North to New Orleans, and from
Portland, Mo., to Ban Francisco, 25.000,000
pounds annually. No se-c&lled greases enter
into these soaps. Only pure refined tallow and
vegetable oils are used, containing no adul-
teration. Fair and square weights always re-
liable. This is why their soaps are so popular
with all good and economical housekeepers.
You bay consumption cannot be cured.
It can, by this new principle, new way, Dr. J.
H. McLean’s Cough and Lung Healing Glob-
ules. The healing gas generated when suck-
ing them being inhaled, stops tubercular irri-
tation apd cures Ooue$s, Colds. Hoarseness,
Consumption, or any diseases, Throat or Lung.
Trialboxes, by mail, 25 cts. Dr. J. H. Mo-
Lean’s oflica, 814 Chestnut. St. Louis, Mo.
Vfer Throat DJtenaea
And affections of tho Chest, “ Brown's Bron-
chial Troches ” are of value. For Coughs,
Irritation of the Throat, caused by cold, or
Unusual Ejertion of the vocal organs, in
speaking in public, or singing, they produce
beneficial results. , J f }
On the death of one of England’s
me st eminent physloians, all bis effects were
sold by anotion. aud among other things was a
sealed packet, marked “ Adrice to Physicians.”
hundred years.
Hatch’s Universal Cough Sirup has
been in use 15 years, and has always been
is now sold by over
seldom have »
best plivsi
'omnA' fti' the 'cbuntrj^ prescribe ft as the best
remedy for coughs, colds and osoup within
their knowlodee. Pleasant to take, sure to
cure, and should be sold by all druggists. It
should bo in ev*-rv family, especially those
with cronpy children. Try itasnd you will
always keep it. Two sizes— 50 cents and
$1.00. Put up by D. NY. Hatc’j A Co,, James-
town, N. Y.
Good Advicb. — If there is any of our
readers who doubt the wonderful curative
effects of Durand's Rheumatic Homed v. let
them write to any prominent person in Wash-
ington city, whore it is manufactured, and they
will learn that it will do even more than i s
claimed for it Bold by all retail druggists, aud
at wholesale in all large oitiee. Price, $1.00.
Evrby man, woman and child at this
season should take Dr. J. B. McLean's
Strengthening Cordial aud Blood Purifier, be-
cause it purifies and enriches the blood, gives
vigor, strength aud vitality to the whole body
aud system. Dr. J. H. (McLean’s office, 314
ClMstoui, St, Louis, feh t .
We received a fieaaant letter ofvery pi
thanks from oar old friend Kendall, since his
return home, for a bottle of Johnson's Ano-
dyne Liniment which we gave him, and wnich
he says has entirely cured him of the trouble-
some and dangerous oough he had when here.
Catarrh, unless checked in the early
stages, leads to dangerous diseases of the
throat and lungs. Taken when the symptoms
first appear, Sanford’s Badical Cure for Ca-
tarrh is instantly effective.
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam, the great New
England cure for coughs, colds and consump-
tion. Cutler. Bros. A Co.’s, Boston, only genuine.
Patentees and inventors should read ad-
vertisement of Edson Bros, in another column.
TO ABVERTKERS!
BEALS & FOSTER,
No. 41 Park Row, NEW YORK,
GENERAL AGENTS FOE
Tie American Newspper Union Lists
of Co-oneratire Mspapers,
Advertlsm desiring to qm either of the Lift* (not pub-
lished in their own city) may communicate with Meeara.
BEALS A FOSTER direct, aa all orders will hereafter
paaa through their bandi.
A. J. A1KEN8, President
American Newspaper Union.
ACADEMIES AND SEMINARIES.
THE HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR W
ll alreadM M prored and prired” book in a multi-
b1 de oMtchoob^and has eonga in 2, a and 4 parts, by
Equally jrood are the older Hour of Nlnaluff
(|1). ,br fMnsqN and TlLlilN; Cholpr Trine
(*1), for 8 female Voioee, by W. 8. Tiuien; andItSCn WhU!h bM 'x*r0taM ,n
TUP PKlP.nRP U6eU.,oc $7.M perdoa.beo eue-
• nC cnuunc ceeafulaa a Singing School book,
laalao a practically good claaa-buok lor HighSchoola.
THE WHIPPOORWILL
of “(•olden Robin"), la filled with genial, pleasing
song* for Common Schools.
Amr riant Scbo>»l .If dale Reader*, Book I. (88
cU.), Rook II. (50 cts.), Book 111. (fio eta.) are well,
made Graded niitereadera.by BMKniONandTlLOEN.
A* collectlona of cheerful sacred tonga, auoh aa now
enter to gracefully Into School life, we commend three
hooka of uncommon lieanty, our Sabbath School Hong
Books. River of Life (35 eta.), NUInlug River (15
eta ), Good Newa (35 eta.)
Either book mailed, |>o*t free, for retail prloa.
OLIVER DITS0N A GO., Boiton.
C. H. Dlfaon <bCo., J. E. Dttson Co.,




The great Parisian Miracle and Scientific Wonder. The
great Egyptian Myitery renewed. There has never been
any trick or illusion so eagerly enught for and giving auch
universal satlafactlon aa these Eggs of the Fiery Serpent
They create a world of fan and amaiement, never falling
to aatoniih all obaervera. For the Parlor. KihibtUon, or
Social Circle, It excels all other* aa a purely aoientiflo
wonder. Every egg la -warranted to produce a perfect
anake. They are no larger than a pea, yet by touching
fire to them a hissing serpent over 200 times the also of
the egg, or at least a yard in length, Isauns from the
flame and iraoke, and leisurely colls itself in anch a nat-
ural attitude that it la almost Impossible to realise that
It Is not a real snake.. The reptiles produced by these
eafetmoa!eggs can be preserved as great sltles. Satisfaction
CENTENlEiffilTloN
It contains 330 fine engravings of buildings ®nd
scones In the Great Exhibition, and la the only authentio
and complete history published. It treats of the grand
bulldlnga, wonderful exhibits, our ioaltlea, great events,
etc. Very cheap, and Bells at sight One Agent sold 48
copies In one day. Send for our extra terras to Agents
and a full description of the work. Address NATIONAL
PUBLISHING CO., Chicago. Ill
P A TTTTfYM Unreliable and worthless books on
ValW.AAUAls the KxhtbiUon are being circulated.
Do not bo dec hived. See that the book you buy con Ulus
874 pages and 33U tine engravings __
A LUCRATIVE BUSINESS.
W Wr- WANT BOO MORE FIR8T-CLA88
3EW.NC MACHINE AGENTS, AND 500
M tNOF ENERGY AND ABILITYTO LEARN
i HE BUSINESS OF8ELLINC8EWINCMA-
CHINE8. COMPENSATION LIBERAL, BUT
VARYING ACCORDINCTO ABILITY, CHAR
ACTER AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE
AGENT. FOR PARTICULARS. ADDRESS
Win Sewii Made Co,, Cliicam
337 h 825 E10ADWAT, K>w York, or Orlttni La.
KANSAS.
All about its Soil, Climate, Resources, Products, I*wa,
and its People are given in the KANSAS FARMER, a
lO-pago Weekly, in IU 15th year. Postage paid, 8 months,
for 50 eta. Address
J. K. HUDSON, Tofiks. Kansas.
Has quickly taken a high place among agricultnral
journals.— A. Y. tVift«««....Wo have considered it among
the beat of our exchanges, and a worthy representative of
the West —fYartii-u/ Vnrmrr, Philndelp'a.... Our Kansas
fnendseboeld feel much prids in tho high obareot grand
sterling worth of their btate agriculttinU papers- .Varlw-
of Lite SUkHc Journal., ..Via cheerfully credit it with
being one of the beet edited of our\Ve«tam agricultural ,




Wllbor’s Cod Liver OH and Llme.-PerentiM
who have been taking Cod Liver Oil will be pleased to
learn that Dr. Wilbor hu succeeded, from directions of
several professional gentlemen, In combining the pure
oil and lime in such a manner that it Is ploasnnt to the
taste, and its effect* iu lung complaints are truly wonder-
ful. Very many persons whose eases were pronounced
hopeless, and who had taken the clear nil tor a long
time without marked effect, have been entirely cured by
using this preparation. Be sure and get tbs genuine.
Manufactured only by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston.
Bold by all druggists.
Agents’ Guide on trial n mos.l0cty.JsmM p.Sreu.f
A GREAT OFFER
FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
Ve will during three HARD TIMKH awd the
IOL1RAYH. to February let. dlepuee <</ 100TANOS OKIwANM, ncw aiid errond-hawd,





I1IB1 tfUIVi *v JriMfewrWf gvinewi
its. etc. 8lieel Aluelr. at It
VVaTKRS Sc NONH, Mnmi.
»rs, 40 East 14th Mtreet,











One copy, uoNtago paid, oue year. ...... ...750
In clabe of 5, “ ; “ “ '.»• .....tOo“ 10, “ •• “ n . ........ .05c“ 20, “ “ “ “ OOc“ 50, “ “ “ “ 50c








Tr»uP Mirk In base of every nitchlns.
SILENT SEWING MACHINE.
Send Postal Card for lUostratod Price Lint, Ac.
Willcox & Gibbs fl. M. Co.,
(Cor. Pond St.) .858 Broadway, Now York.
mm* NOT Purchase
any| 1 HH H you have our
new Catalogue.
GreatWKKKtr in prices. Free
to any address.
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.,
Original Grange Supply House
227 & 229 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO.
N
OW FOR BUSINESS, with tbs New Book
Secret
SemceSSK
By P. F- Woodward, 1st* Chief of P. 0. Iwu*. Corps. Its
most thrilling Wk published. Hew Postal Thieves art caught.
Having an tinmen!, run.
•Tern* bm. II laitntfd circular*
CO..'lUrtford, Cu, Chicago, 111., Cmrintmtl,
r i 1 blots esn  lit.xmm
, incinnati, 0., Richmond, Vs.
r™rwii
The Grand Cbrs^al Hotel, Niwi
Yobk, has reduced prices, to unit, the times.
The traveler can ncrir Atop at a firit-class
hotel for $2.50 to $3 per day. This is the
largest hot J iu the city, and Mr. Powers has
taken the proper step to keep it foil. We rec-
ommend the traveling public to give Lhe Grand
Central a trial. _ __
There can be no mistake about it,
“ Matchless” plug tobacco takes the lead. Old
fine-oat chewers say it gives better satisfaction
and is cheaper than fine ent Yon cannot be
imposed upon, as each plug has tbe words,
“Matchless P. T. Co." on a wooden tag. Try
itonoe and yon will always chew iL Manu-









like cut, ct, •
on receipt of
The Beet Trass without
Meul Spring* ever invented.
No hnmbug claim of s eertak
cure, bat e guarantee
of a comfortable, re cure, and
•atiafictory appliance. Wt
•dll lake bath and pay fall
“ ‘  Ingle,
postpaid,
ear# uwre_ _____ pt  price. fCU.-ThU IVnu *01 cm
Uupturn than any of (Am* for wMcA txtrataffanl tlaiat
art made. (Prculars free.
WOM»1M>V TRUSS 00.. T44I Broadway. Here
irX.USTHA.TiED
GARDEN QUARTERLY!
How to make Hot-Bedi, Sow Seed*, Set Plante, and a
thousand other Items, and only 15 cents a year,
to any address. Seadyonr name and sddrsssc
card, and ws will send yon a HP .....





C^-Send for Illustrated Catalogue
FItASCK. LESrjir©
Popular Monthly.
The Cheapest and Mont E^trrtalniiig Moca-
-
the Hill," bf Leonard Scdl*: and ’^The
Shut," a charming story; "Th# La"
erms uy WANK LESLIE,
by retort malL fi
csots monthly.





nLf ULVCnWmTMN Guv Works. Chicago, Ok
felRsweek. BUmelland IterOheck Outfits. Thebe*
9/0 Samples free. SAswfilWA Works. Unitlsbore,Tk.
S 1 (
$12 fW TSSLKL-*
$55 g $77 maBR /sisriffi
MONEYC!p!^2‘o0tete.!;iir.!
$15
INVISIBLE WRITING ON POSTAL CARD.-H*Wi*
A do it sent for 60c. 8. A. NICHOLS, Box iXM, N.Y.O^y
aSiysHcinc,
$5 to $20 K'VtSSO* 4 Co.. Portland,
S3
MONEY
H. N i Arthus STAFroAD, 105 Fulton ht., New Trek.
WANTED~nf'n t0 *°Uo>t or^er* torpermanent emp•alary. Traveling expensee poli. .UnUn |wri.,rtrlal W.rke,order* for osi fniltirks. OlDoleS*
(ht notf'OC,<u>'*BP*,n*°* An“wwi*,uKu''M
UllU^ulfcO Cnynn., I'irlur* sad Cbromo ( ISA mm
— pl*«. •"WtK R5. M*l , for Hfie. IU** -
lvTC.Ulocu.fW. J. H. Bt'FKORD’S arts*. HOSTON MAM
PENSIONS strs.0"
free. T. MoMiobakl. Atty
$350
AMowtk^-Ageaiewaeted. MbemreH-
tagartklertn the world. One saretlata*.
Addrare JAY BRONSON. Detroit. M
WAM2«>5®^a:
OPIUM " _________ _______
, , _ Terms moderate, l.ooo teetiasa.
nlnla Describe case, Dn. F. K. Marhh, Quincy, Mloh.
HABIT CURED AT HOMK
publicity. Time sbari-
^yiarteitown, llese.
1 non In Wall St. Stooksmahre
pu luylUOU
(ddress BAXTER A 00., Bsukere, 17 WsllSt.H.T.
Of.! A A A Year and Experreea u> good AaKwre.
who are wanted everywhere, in a strictly
legitimate and pleasant business. Particular* free
Addresi, J. WORTH A- C’0„ Ht. Lonls,
T?AHTERN ORKGtIN LANOK-iMNLOOB
A«T«‘m. Roil rich, title |>erfect1crenarerrafa,elt
mate unauriutwed. For Mile nt from i$1.5(Mo ND.Mper
"ere. Terms easy. F»r Circular, Map. Ac., apply to K
MARTIN A (lift Front Ht, Han Franc Uoo.C^jlfiwwIa.
TUC “CARD JOURNAL”
u eHM monthly), 1 yoar, lift Tinted Vlaltlny Canto, Slrea 10 Acoualniance Cards, 1 Album Chromo,
1 pack Ago ( .‘onU, H Photographs, 1 < iOLD PEN. all far
15 cents. STAR I’AUI) C'l)., C IiIcuko, fli.
TO BAKERS.Rr^ta^A-;
VERY C IIEAF. Hand or ateam power. Addrm
W. H. AumicB A Co., llalstead .v Fulton Hts.,Chkage
Yflll "H1 'q dUtrlbute some of onr dr-
paper IK’C for A month.. Inclose 10 oeuU to pay
postage. Ayenh Wanhd. Khnuall* Co., Boston, More
PATENTS    Iw I W y.H. and Foreign Pafant
Agents. 7 1 1 0 St . Washington ,0.0. Hat ah. In 1WH. Fee
after allowance. Clrcnlsrof Instructions, etc.. sent free.
T
Oanar Plants, Kyr-rarrens. flrnpr Tlwae,
AppIt^T^r^s^A^Sen^m^our^pnws before purch.*-
M CATHOLIC OTOCiTi]
A 4 H Colmnn Paper, one of the heat In tho comary. for
$.’ 50 per year. Address L. H. BELL. Louisville, Ky.
" The Glory of America le her Women."
wanted.-ma^^u.7LV"”a:
Women of the Century” A fine chance for firet-clare can-
vaeeer*; nothing like It: meeting with splendid success.
R. H. IU ssi:i,l» Pnblisker, Kesine. •liMss.




UV fUlw Eureka Glare Leap m ........
Safety Burnen, Automatic KxUnguishers.






1 1 Aim Y HAZEL’S
Tbe matchlere HT4IRY and
Hkftrh Paper. Full of entertain
lag, mirth -provoking and u«etul
matter. 92.50 a year. 5 cents a
copy of Newsdealers. Send Writ,
for 3 tamplt eoplei. JONE-H A




¥* A8T WEEK erery Me read what the
JJ Hwiee CemmlMioMF, M. Favre-Perrr t,
had to say aboat American Watches. This
TM d klVT r\\r 'to rapidly oiinvasulaB.
JAS. T. wn.M.VML'arAttW
Q>C)t?f\nEiVAni> far an IneiiCabto Taoeu
*P>jO\9 Dr. J. P. Fn i.vu, being swortf.ssys: Igr*4
«.u4 ( l«l, .HMinUd ts I'r.i'.Mw'i USA: .»n \emml t» rmm,
•uliulitl;. MRbnMMlM.. (,wn, g»4,„ u« tmiem
IniMMlMOK yiTLCK* klltt'M ATIV KSVti'T . OrliM. m4
UtwhlU.a MrwMr.l MM. m III c„tit rti>|4lMLM»
*mm uS H^ImI AAfiM Mil ky «nn, AA't.-. (>H rlttlR
OBMih r.»rU •wmV I'kiu4»l.k» lUOtUIVU *1
. El t*ci r l r 1 1 r 1* Life.
b^i r.iwiiB I •nit, : cut m tin: world
furv" UUpFSo whon jvUtMbn
n-im'dii-H full. Tt-kilntoRMb
pNsnd elri-ulsrs #<*nf free onetk
r* jill' iitloi}. tp P, WHITE,
Boiiu Street. Xcw v#»*x.
A BOOK for the MILLION.
MEDICAL ADVICE tfSSfJKS;
Catarrh. Kupturr. OpKjmllsbit, *c.,SKNT FREE orWcrirf
ot i lamp. Addre**, , , i /. • i
Dr. Butt*' Divptn vary Ne. 12 N. 8th*t..Si.Lotili.lfo
TRUTH 18 MICHTY!
•lih roar »|*. heifK mW c# tyse aai
M of halt. Mad U tea • eerewef yeefarw a to  ere « tf owh* j
Mil *m bm, u* ik.4.1.
rifnrfx
MV tka Um u*
&s
$100. REWARD. $lOa
Tmm MOfSTACMF. iimducodon kMnaslR fare
by the uie of Dvks’h ilg*iut F.luir with rat
Injury, or will fortUt $100. Price by natl km
sealed packare ri ccnii. for three M ereta.
A. L SMITH ft CU* AgU. Pvlatlesb K
Ingbvoanvsaslng







wondcifu) bo<>k on th* Dtltrlion 91 Pwlftion of mIoI
hWvM, by late Chtef SfwcUl AgMt W*M-
WV'I. I iludrtlfd rlrcnlar* wnl frt*. Addene
DUSTIN. GILMAV A CO.. lUrtfofd, Cl,
Chicago, ill., Clacinasll, (X, RJchmoa^Vk
The Enemy of Diseaae, the Foo e(
Pain to Man and Beast,




» haa often eaye.rA’ssla
to
0. N. D. Ha# '
HEN WHITTNO ^ APV KKJTSlgHL^
la this paper. 9
lomelitl.J
Common Connell.
Friday, January 19, 1877.
The Common Council met pursuant to a
call or the Mayor.
Present:— Mayor Van Landegend, Aid.
Kanters, Mlnderhout, Cropley, Dykema,
Schmid and the clerk.
Minutes of the previous meeting were
read and approved.
The Mayor stated that the object of the
meeting was to appoint officers to fill va-
cancies existing in the offices of City Mar
eh h I and City Attorney and such other
business ns may be brought befoie this
meeting.
(Aid. Matran and Minderhout appeared
and took their seats.)
PETITIONS.
Of Pieter De Feyter recommending him
self to the office of City Marshal.— Laid on
Table.
Of John Dewell asking to have auction
licenses changed as they are to hiuh in
proportion to the licenses in Grand Hanids.
—Laid on Table.
Of M. P. Visser remonstrating against
the present auctioneers licenses stating
that they were not high enough for non-
resident auctioneers.— Laid ou Table.
ACCOUNT.
The following bills were presented for
payment:
P. A A. Stekotoc .......................... $ 5.SS
John Diinr-ema ...... . ..................... 5 10
John Din ueloo .............. S.OO
Harm Wleracma ........... £2.50
—Referred to Com. on Claims and Ac-
counts.
The following poor hills were presented
for payment:
O Wakker ........................ ..$ 5 M
Warkraan <t Sons .......................... 15 0»i
M.Borve ................................ 4 ;57
C. Kt-ppel .......... 18 5U
Fihela & WeMvoer .......................... 18 00
W. A H. Elfordlnk ...................... H 50
Mrs. KooHcn ........................... a no
P. B. K. Van Raaito ..................... 1 80
W. K. PiietKtra ............................. 7 50
D. De Vnw ................................ 22 (P
O. Van Patten .............................. 25 18
0. Peiebolie .............................. 10 00
Perk Xe Roller ........................... 50 07
—Allowed.
REPORT OP COMMITTKK8.
The Com. on Claims and Accounts re-
ported recommending the payment of the
following hills:
H. P. Post fee* a* Justice ............... $ 5 .V
H. P. Post Common Council Journal ....... 9 25
H.D Pi»st Stationary ...................... 3 2H
1). De Vrii-s sundiie* ........ ............. 5 71
J. & <:. Dyitema blackamlthlng .......... 5 3'
J. Klootw'.Jk street labor ................. 6 37
L. Van Putten watching fire .............. 1 85
P. Scott •* - ......... 125
J. Van Itenlen " “ ............... 1 25
L. Illefje hauling cannon ............... 1 !i<»
1. Fairbanks Registration ............. 2 00
I. Cappon tan bark ....................... 1?6 00
—Adopted and bills ordered paid.
The Com. on Public Buildings and
Grounds reported that the insurance on
townhouse would not be void until Feb. 7,
1877.
The Com. on City Poor reported recom-
mending a change in the present system
of distributing poor funds, so that the
Director of the P<tor should make month-
ly estimate and draw the. cash so as to pay
the several persons benefits in cash instead
of orders.— Laid on Table.
REPORT OP CITY OFFICERS.
The Treasury reported for the month of
December.— F. led.
Justice II. D. Post reported no fines col-
lected —Filed.
Director of the Poor reported amount
disbursed during the month of December
as $178 82— Filed.
City Physician reported no cases treated.
—Filed.
The Chief Engineer of Fire Department
reported recommending the bill of Star
Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1 us correct ex-
cept G. H. Sipp one year and B. Wick 0
months also the purchasing of wood.—
—Accepted.
By Aid. Dykema,
RcstAvcd, That the vacancies in the City
Offices now existing shall be filled by ap-
pointment.— Carried.
After several ballots were taken for
City Marshal, the following and final
ballot stood:
Pieter Koning .......................... 4
Wm. Finch ............................ 2
Harm Wiersema ........................ 1
By Aid. Matran,
Ruolved, That Pieter Koning lie and is
hereby declared elected to the office of
City Marshal by Yeas and Nays:
7<vm — Kanters, Matruu, Minderhout,
Dykema, Schmid,
Afyi— Cropley and Sipp.— Carried.
By Aid. Matrau,
Re*Awa, That we proceed to an Inform-
al ballot for City Attorney.— CarrieA
The informal ballot stood-
G. Van Scheiven ....................... 4
James Ten Eyck ...................... 2
The formal ballot stood:
G. Van Scheiven ....................... 5
James Ten Eyck ....................... 3
On motion G. Van Scheiven was declared
elected.
Pieter Koning presented resignation as
Dep. Marshal to take effect as soon as new
bonds were approved.
Council adjourned until Tuesday, Jan.
23,1870.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
REPORT OK CITY OFFICERS.
The Clerk reported ihetmthsnf office filed
of G. Van Scheiven as City Attorney and
Pieter Koning as City Marshal, also the
bond of Pieter Koning as City Marshal
with M. D. Howard and Jacob Kuite as
sureties.
By Aid. Matrau,
Htmted, That the bond of P. Koning
be and is hereby approved.— Carried.
P. Koning aa Dept. Marsh 1 reported
ns having collected $8.00.— Charged to
Treasury.
MOTIONS AND REROI.UTIONS.
Council took a recess of ten minutes.
After recess the Com. on Claims and
Accounts reported recommending the fol-
lowing bills for payment:
Harm Wlor*ema ............................. $22 .V>
O. J. Dlnkclon clowning engine room No. 2.. 3 00
I*. A A. Steketee mourning goods .......... 5 Sft
J. Duarxerna enrdwood ..................... 5 10
(I. J. Kerkfoort sslsry .......... 8 no
Van Landegend »% Melts cordwood ......... 2 73
A Flietstra water pitcher ... . ............. 75
Wm. Van Putten oil, etc ................... 2 50
Jncoh Van Putten watching Are .............. 125
H. Van derVrofcd “ *• ........ . ...... 125
—Adopted and bills ordered paid.
By Aid. Kanlers,
Rewired, That the Com. on Fire Dep’t
fihall purchase 7 cords of green and 3
cords of dry cordwood.— Carried.
By Aid. Dykema,
lie* tired. That a committee of three be
appointed in connection with the City At-
torney to consider the changes in the pres-
ent ward Ixiundxries, the difference in
the population tteiug so great— so as to
more equalize the representation.— Carried.
The Mayor appointed Aid. Dykema,
Cropley and Kanlers to act as such com-
mittee.
By Aid. Matrau,
RnnAted, That the ringing of the bell be
dispensed with commencing March 1,
1877.
} Ww— Matrau, Minderhout, Cropley,
Dykema, Sipp, Schmid.— 0.
Nay* — Kanten.— Carried.
By Aid. Dykema,
Rewired, Tlul Pieter Koning be and is
hereby appointed constable of the third
ward.— Chi ried.
Council adjourned.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
item ̂ Umtiscmrnts.
• 1 1
591 (Broadway, flew York.
Opp. Metropolitan Hotel.















SCHOOL LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN,
PEOPLE S LANTERN.
Each style being the heat of its class In the market.
Ca'alogue* of Lantern and Slides with directions
for using sent on application.
lay £nurprl)lag man cm aiks asnoy with a Hagie
laatm.













A Family Knitting Machine!
Now attracting universal attention by It* aston-
ishing performances and Its great practical valne
for ever)- day family one. It ki “
variety of plain or fancy work
BOOTS & SHOES if you wish to s<T a well assorted stock
,AT __ of Gooils for the Fall and Winter trade, go
and call at the store of
DUURSEMA & KOFFERS,
DEALERS IN ,
Dry Goods, Notions and Trimmings,
Furnishing Goods, Hats & Caps,Clothing, Groceries,
Crockery, Flour & Feed,
Stoneware, Provisions etc
RIVER STREET, - - - TTOLX. ANT), MICH.
E. HEROLP,






Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1870.
J. 0. DOESBURG,
Dtn m mutt.




Are fold as cheap at this Drag Store as at any






All the leading Patent Medicine* In the market.
A lull Stock of the very be«*t Perfumery oold In
bottle orhy measure.
J. O. DOESBURG.
IloLLAirn, Mich., July 29, 1878.
Meat Market,
Jacob Kuite.
I will pay the highest market
prices for all meats.
The Highest market prices
paidfor'Hides.
I will sell cheaper than any
one in this City.
We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
. T
the higjiest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
ROBERT S. HILL,
Having established himse'.f In Holland. Mich.,
as a macninl*!. h rehv In'orma the public that he
is prepared to do all kinds of
Saw-Mill Work,
Steam Machinery,
Iron and Brass Castings
BOILER WORK BORE.
Patent Boss-Saw Guide.
Patenled Sept. Oili, 1870.
ROBERT S. HILL.
Holland, Sept. 11, 1870.




From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this lineoi
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. J. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
J. FLIEMAH,
MANUFACTURER OF
Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.
SLEIGHS TRUCES etc.
Also sole Agent for the
With almostHagical speed,
and elves perfect shape and finish to all garments.
It viUk&lt a pair of iccktla flfiew alsnteil Evt*ry
macblne WARRANTED perfect, and to do just
what is tvprmnUd. A complete Instrnctlon book
accompanies each machine.
No. 1 Family Machine, 1 cylinder. 72 needles, $30.
No. 8 *• “ 2 ** 78*100 “ $40.
A lampD machine will be sent to any part of the
United btates or Canada, (where we have no agent).
express charge* prt pabl. on receipt of the price.
Agents wanted In every State. County, CItv and
Town, to whom vory liberal discount* will be
made.
Address, Bickford Knitting Machine Mru. Do.
5.18-ly Hole Manufacturers. Brattlebno, Vt.
RHCENIX
Planing Mill.
In re building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Most Approved Patterns;




WE HAVE A STEAM
IDR/ST KILIsT
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
. DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
AvneFUatatra ......... ........I...” ..'.'.'” "75 ; Or -raythlngtii our lino, manufactured on abort
G. Vu Kerkfoort ...................... 8 00 1 uoiiaa.
SOUTH BEND, IND.
This wagon Is the best wagon In use In this State
and the only slope-spoked wagon mannfac
lured. It is u better wagon than the Jack-
son Wagon, and I will sell them just as
cheap, and give a written wananty
fur one year. Wagons of my




General Blacksmlthlng done with neatnc*>
aad dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality
J. FLIEMAN.
Holland. September 1. 1875.
CITY HOTEL,
HOLLAND, MICH.
The Proprietor announce* to the Pubic that no
pains will be spared by him .0 make this House
FIRST-CLASS In every respect.
The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
Office on First Floor.
For the convenience of Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample
room has been fitted up on the *
ground floor. Livery connect-
ed with the Hotel.
* J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
MEAT MARKET
- IN THE —
PIRST 'WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and ara
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.
The stand is one door west of O. J. Havetkate *
Son’s Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
J. VAN ZOKKEN. ,
Holland. July 14. ISTfi.
Tuesday, January 23, 1877.
The Common Council met pursuant to
adjournment and was called 1c order by
the Mayor.
Present: Mayor Van Landegend, Aid.
Matrau, Cropley, Dykema, Sipp, Schmid
and the clerk.
Minutes of previous meet lug were read
and approved.
• (Aid. Kanters and Minderhout appeared
and took their seals.)
ACCOUNTS.
The following bills were preaented for
payment:
Wm. Y»a Patten ........................... $ 2 50
Hubert VaaDer Voerde ................ i 8*
Von Landegend A Melts .. ............. ..... *75
Accounts.
Committee on Claims and H. W. VERHEEK & Co.
48
BOTTOM PRICES




BOTTOM PRICES2w B. P. HIGGINS
wT bow lost, m mm \
jJSTmkm Ju’*t onbllshed. a new edition of/Warm Dr. CulTtmU'i Celebrated Essay on
the radical cure (without medlcice)
smkmmm ofspermatomra or Seminal Weak
nesa. Involuntary Seminal Load's, Inipotencv.
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Imnedlmenta to
Marriage, etc.; also. Conanmpilon, Epilepsy and
fits, Induced by self-indulgence or ecxunl extra-
vagance. *c.
tiT* Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essav
clearly demonstrates, from a thlny years’ success-
; fill practice, that the alarming consequences of
•elf-abuse may be radically cured without the dan-
I gorons nse of in'ernal medicine or the application
j of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
I simple, certain, and effectual, by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radi
catty.
IT This Lecture should he In the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope, toanv ad-
dress, post paid, on receipt of tlx cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
F. Brngman A Son.
41 in St., Nr» fork; Post Offlce Box. 4BI8-
Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Col-
lection business. Collections made on all points
in the United States and Europe. Pnrtlcnlaratfen
tlon paid to the collectloos of Banks aad Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All hnsl-
n*ss entrusted to mo shall nave prompt atten-
tion. Interest allowed on time deposit*, subject
Foreign exchange bonght
and sold. Tickets to and from all points In Europe
sold a* my vftlre.
1M— — KENY0N-
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
j N’il. *ix miles from this city. Near churrli
, and school house, i»t a bargain, 30 acres
of ibis bind is pnrtinllv Improved. Also
40 acrea of unimproved land in the Town-
ship rtf Fillmore. Inquire of43-lf M.D. HOWARD.
Can't he made hv every agent every
t"°nth In the bnslnes* we fnrnlsh hut^ those willing <0 work ran easily earn a
dozen dollars a day right in thi-lr own localltie*.
Have no r*om to explain here. Rnsiness pleasant
and honorable. Women, and boy* .nd girls do a*
well as non. We will furnish yon a rompleU Out-
fit free. The hnslness pa\s better than anythin*
else. We will bear expense of starting yon. Par-
ticular* free. Write and see. Farmers and me-
chanics, their sons and daughters, m.d all classes
in nerd of paying wo. k at home, should write to ns
and learn all about ihe work at once. Now is the
time. Don't delay. Address Tnra & Co., Augus-
ta, Maine. 5-17
T; THI W0II1N0 CLA33.-We are now prepared
to fnrnlsh all classes with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or lor their spare
moments. Business new light a. d profitable.
Persons of either sex easily earn f om 50 cents *o
15 per evening, and a proportional sum by devot-
ing their whole lime to the business. Bov* and
girls earn nearly as much as men. That all who
sec this notice may send their address, and test the
business we make this unparalleled offer: To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particular*,
samples worth several dollar* to commence work
on. and a cutty of Home and Fireside, one of the
largest and best Illustrated Publications, all sent
tiv hy mall. Render. If yon want permanent,
profitable work, address, okokob Stinson * Co..5-17 Portland. Maine.
BOOTS A SHOES !
I have on hand a large stock of
Roots and Shoes
Of the neatest styles and best qualities which
I offer at greatly reduced prices.
O-
J. O. Bakker
Will be on hand to wait ol his friends and cus
turners and
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE.
FORSALE.
A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing some 300 bcarijia
grape vines, 100 Currant bushes; fitmwbcrrle*-
Pears. Apple. Quince. Chestnut, Mulberry, Apprl*
cot. Cherry and Peach trees I n hearing.
No money required down Inquire of„ „ J- VAN LANDEGEND.
Holland, April 191
1875. FALL AND WINTER. 1876.
Millinery, Toys and Pancy Goods.
Ami a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, and
Cloaking, Fall and Winter Shawls,
and all kinds of Gloves.
A tullsupply of fall and winter hats
all of the latest styles.
Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.
Beautiful Furs, and Fur Cloak trimming, and a large variety
of Ornamental Feathers.
Call and Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET HOLLAND, MIOH
